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Preface 


SGI Information No. ISE describes cone penetration 
testing with and without measurement of pore pres
sures , CPTtests. A description ofthe equipment and a 
guide for the performance ofthe test is given, tagether 
with recommendations for evaluation of the results. 
The latter are based on experience from Sweden and 
from abroad, and are adjusted to Swedish soil condi
tians and rules for classification. In various connec
tions , this typ e oftest has also been designated Dutch 
sounding test, earobined cone penetration and pore 
pressure sounding test, CPTU test and piezocone test 
and in Sweden TrSP or TrS sounding. In this publica
tion, the designation CPTtestis used fortests both with 
and without pore p ressure measurement in accordance 
with the standard produced bythe Swedish Geotechni
cal Society. 

Information No. ISE describes how CPT tests 
should be performed and evaluated according to the 
experience gained at SGI and what typ e ofresults and 
reliability can be expected. 

The information is intended for engineers who 
perform or purchase CPT tests , or use the results from 
such tests. 

The CPT test is included in a larger investigation 
conceming new in situ methods for determination of 
stratigraphy and properties in soil which has been 
carried out at SGI and was fmanced jointly by the 
Swedish Council for Building Research (Grant No. 
880572-1), SGI and the Swedish Road Administra
tion. Otherpublications related to this projectare listed 
in the chapter "Literature" . 

Research conceming CPT tests at SGI has mainly 
been focused on special Swedish conditions with very 
soft fine-grained soils and has constituted a supple
ment to the extensive research which is carried out 
around the world. The parts of this publication which 
deal with standards for equipment, test performance 
and reporting of results have been co-ordinated with 
the standardisation work carried out in the Field Test
ing Committee ofthe Swedish Geotechnical Society. 
The illustrations have been supplied by the Section for 
Geotechnical Engineering at the Swedish National 
Road Administration. 

This publication is written by Rolf Larsson, SGI. 
A large number ofcolleagues and research institutions 
have also made their knowledge and experience avail
able . 
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CHAPTER l. 

lntroduction 


Ingeotechnical engineering, there is a great demand for 
rational ways of continuously determining stratigra

phy andassessing soil properties under natural condi
tians in situ. A !arge number of methods have been 
developed for this purpose in recent years. Following 
an extensive review ofthose methods which are rnaini y 
intended for soft and mediumstiffso ils with grain sizes 
up to the grave! fraction, the CPT test with rueasure

ment of pore pressure was selected as one of the 
methods considered to have good prerequisites for use 
in Swedish soils. Research and development of the 

methods has thereafter been carried out in Swedish 
conditions for a number of years. 

The principal area for using the CPT test is, as 
mentioned above, determination of soil stratigraphy 
and a preliminary assessment ofthe geotechnical prop
erties. The test is used in soft and medium stiff soils 
with grain sizes up to the grave! fraction, i.e. soils in 
which a pro be can be pushed down without the use of 
blows or rotation. In these soils, the method is unsur
passed in terms of rational determination of stratigra
phy. In pure sand, the test can be performed without 
measurement ofpore p res sure, except for tests at s u ch 
water depths that the hydrastatic pressures are !arge 
enough to affect the test results. In all other types of 
soil, the CPT test is performed with simultaneous 
registration ofthe pore pressures generated during the 
penetration. The penetration comes to a stop because 
of grave! layers, stones, stiff and/or coarse-grained 
tills, very densesand layers or bedrock 

Other types ofin situ tests, as weil as sampling and 
laboratory tests, may be better suited for a detailed 
determination of specific properties in different soils. 
Areas and levels where such supplementary investiga
tions should be performed can be localised from the 
results ofthe CPT tests. A judgement ofwhat method 
will be suitable for this purpose can also be made. 

FRICTION SOIL 
For same types of soil, partieulafly sand, there is 
comprehensive empirical experience from CPT tests 
and the results are often used directly for estimation of 
hearing capacity and settlements in the se so ils. In this 
case, semi-empirical methods specially developed for 
this test method are normally used. 

Also certain other geotechnical parameters can be 
estimated with relatively good accuracy. In sand, this 
is especially valid for the friction angle. When parall el 
results from ditatometer tests are available, whereby 
an estimation of the in situ harizontal stress can be 
made, the evaluation ofthe frietian angle can be very 
good. 

In same cases, different moduli and the relative 
density in sand can be estimated. However, the over
consolidatian ofthe soil, thetendencyto crushing ofthe 
material and the grain size distribution have !arge 
effects on the evaluation of these parameters and the 
latter facto r s cannot be estimated from the test results. 
The existing empirical relations are therefore only 
applicable to relative! y even-graded, normally consol
idated quartz sands. 

COHESIVE SOIL 
In fine-grairred soils, such as clay and gyttja, the 
undrained shear strength can be estimated and a gen
eral view ofpreconsolidation p ressure and overconsol
idationratio obtained. The empirical relations forthese 
properties are dependent on the consistency limits of 
the soil and a good estimation therefore requires sup
plementary soil sampling. For this purpose, disturbed 
samples are sufficient. An evaluation ofproperties in 
soft fine-grained so ils als o puts special demands on the 
test equipment and its handling. 
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POSSIBILITIES WITH CPT TESTS 
The advantages ofelectrical measurements at the tip of 
the p robe are mainly increased accuracy, repeatability, 
the possibility ofmeasuring several parameters and an 
almost continuous registration versus depth. In fine
grained so ils, the addition of pore p ressure rueasure
ment has led to: 
• 	 a possibility to correct measured values of tip 

resistance and sleeve friction for the unbalanced 
water pressures, which act on the end surfaces of 
the vari ou s parts ofthe p robe and w hi ch in this type 
of soil may constitute large sources of error in the 
measurements. After such a correction, relevant 
values and compatible results between probes of 
different manufacture and design are obtained . 

• 	 a possibility to estimate the drainage properties in 
soillayers. 

• 	 a possibility for rational measurement of in situ 
pore pressures, mainly in more permeable seams 
and layers in the soil profiles. 

• 	 increased possibilities for evaluation ofsoil stratig
raphy and classification ofthe soillayers . 

• 	 increased possibilities for estimation of properties 
in fine-grained soils . 

DEMANDS IN CPT TESTING 
The CPT test with electrical measurement of cone 
resistance, sleeve friction and pore p ressure at the tip 
ofthe probe is combined with high demands on accu
racy, calibration and handling ofthe equipment. Strict 
adherence to a detailed standard for both equipment 
and the performance of the test is therefore essential. 

CPT tests, especially with measurement of pore 
pressure, entail a samewhat higher initial cost than 
other test metl1ods with the same purpose and also 
require skilled personnel with some knowledge and 
expertis e in electronic measurement. The method also 
demands more in terms of preparations and checks 
after the test and als o in terms of facilities for mainte
nance and calibration. On the other hand, it is the 
method that provides the most detailed information 
about stratigraphy. Recent research and development 
has also significantly increased the possibilities for 
evaluation of soil properties from the test results . 

CPT TESTING - DEVELOPMENT AND 
EMPIRICAL EXPERIENCE 
Penetration testing in soft soils for determination of 
stratigraphy and depth to finn bottom has taken vari
ous forms over a longtime; in Sweden since ab out 1915 
when the Weight Sounding Test was introduced. In 
order to obtain a good resolution and measurements 
that are representative for the specific soillayers, the 
resistance to penetration should be measured at the tip 
so that it is independent of the rod friction. The first 
types of CPT tests with measurement of cone resist
ance were introduced around 1935 and the measuring 
principle was then mechanical. Since the 1950s, the 
measuring princip le has increasingly changed to elec
trical measurements and further parameters have been 
incorporated. In addition to cone resistance, the fric
tian against a sleeve located immediately above the 
conical tip became a commonly measured parameter. 
Other parameters which are sometimes measured are 
temperature and inclination of the probe. 

Pore pressure sounding was introduced in 1975. 
The purpose ofthis test is mainlyto obtain a picture of 
the soil profile where layers with different drainage 
properties can be better distinguished and where both 
relativelythin layers ofsand and silt embedded in clay 
and thin clay layers in friction soil can be registered. 
This type oftest was standardised in Sweden in 1984 . 

In Sweden, CPT tests and pore pressure soundings 
have often been performed as separate and sometimes 
paraHel tests. In other countries, andnowadays also in 
Sweden, the two methods have been integrated into 
CPT tests where cone resistance, sleeve friction and 
por e pressure are measured simultaneausly. CPT tests 
are extensively used in some countries as well as in 
offshore investigations. 

Cone penetration tests have thus been used exten
sivelyfor the last 40-50 years, mainly ab road but als o 
in Sweden. The empirical experience from tests, main
ly in normal sands with quartz and feldspar minerals, 
is comprehensive . Special calculation methods for 
bearing capacity and settlements in this type of soil 
have been produced and are commonly used, as are 
classification charts mainly for friction soils. Since the 
por e w ater pressure normall y has no significant influ
ence on the test results in friction soil, the gathered 
experience can be utilised independent of whether the 
pore p ressure is measured or not. (In those cases where 
the water p ressure has an influence on the results in this 
type of soil, w hi ch is mainly the case for tests at large 
water depths offshore, i t constimtes a source of error 
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which can be eliminated by using equipment with p o re 
p ressure measurement and correction forthe measured 
pore pressure.) 

Research conceming CPT tests in sand has in 
recent years been Concentrated to tests in large scale 
calibration chambers for further refinement ofexisting 
relations and, if possible, an extension of the number 
for evaluated properties. In this connection, also the 
possibility ofimproving the evaluation by using paral
lel dilatometer tests has been investigated. 

The empirical data base from fme-grained soils is 
of a later date. For tests in this type of soil, it is only 
during recent years that geotechnical engineers have 
become fully aware of the importance of correction 
for pore pressures, temperature stability ofthe equip
ment, design tolerances and filter position. The entire 
data bas e from earlier CPT tests without pore pressure 
measurements, as weil as large parts ofthe data base 
from CPT tests with pore pressure measurements, is 
therefore inapplicable ( except for specific cones under 
specific conditions in specific regions). However, in 
recent years comprehensive investigations have been 
carried out in softerand fine-grained soils with allthese 
factors being observed. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

Principle of the CPT test 


2.1 TEST METHOD cylindrical surface just ab o ve the tip and, in simultane
In the CPT test, a cylindrical probe with a cross ous pore pressure registration, the pore pressure gen
sectional area of l 000 mm2 and a tip angle of 60° is erated at the tip during the penetration. The rueasure
pushed down into the soil at a eonstant rate of ments are made by rueans of dectronies and the 
20 mm/s. During this process , the following parame frequency of the recordings must be high enough to 
ters are measured ; the penetration resistance force provide almost continuous curves for the variation in 
against the cone tip , the friction force against the the measured values with depth, Figure l. 
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Fig. l. Results from a CPT test. 
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The geometrical design ofthe p robe and som e ofthe 
designatians used are shown in Figure 2. 

Sounding Rod 

Extension 

Seal 

Q) 
..c Frietian Sleeve 
o 

t 
.... 
c... 

u 

Seal 

Filter 

Conical Tip 

Fig. 2. Geometrical design of a CPT probe. 

The main purpose ofthe test is usually to obtain a 
detailed picture ofthe stratigraphy and the variation in 
the soil properties with depth. Even though the meas
mements are taken almost continuously, the following 
aspects have to be considered: 

• 	 The measmed values of the different parameters 
are not full y independent of each other because of 
the design of the cone. They also vary with the 
geometrical design ofthe cone and possible wear. 
This puts demands on standardisation and specifred 
tolerances . In order to obtain relevant values for 
cone resistance and sleeve frietian in soundings in 
profiles where high water pressmes prevail or are 
created dming the test, the measmed values for 
both cone resistance and sleeve frietian have to be 
corrected. This is especially valid for tests in fine
grained so ils and for all tests at large water depths. 

• 	 The cone resistance is influenced by the volume of 
soil around the tip. The volume varies with the 
stiffness ofthe soil. The normal assumption isthat 
for tests in layered soils, the thickness of a stiffer 
layer has to be 0.4-0.7 m if fully representative 
values ofthe cone resistance are to be obtained in 
the middle of the layer. For softer layers, the 

correspondingthickness is 0.2-0.4 m. Thinner stiff 
and soft layers respectively are also registered in 
the continuous taking of measurements, hut the 
values then have insufficent time to stabilise and 
become full y representative forthe particular layer. 

• 	 The sleeve frietian is measmed as an average value 
over a length of 134 mm. 

• 	 The pore pressure is normall y measmed by using a 
5 mm high filter and can be considered to be 
representative for the particular leve l. The possibil
ity ofregistration ofthin la y ers is thereby primarily 
dependent on the recording frequency and a s u ffi
ciently quick response by the pore pressme meas
ming system to pore pressme changes in the soil. 

• 	 The measmements of cone resistance, pore pres
sure and sleeve frietian are taken at different posi
tionsalong the probe. Values of the different pa
rameters which are relevant for the same level will 
thereby be taken at different time s*). The con e 
resistance must be corrected for the pore pressme 
acting when the reading ofthe cone resistance was 
taken and the sleeve frietian must be corrected for 
the pore pressme acting when this later reading is 
taken. In densely layered soils, this puts special 
demands on the process and frequency of reading. 
The differences must also be taken into account in 
connectionwith temporary stops in the penetration 
process and related stress relaxation, for example 
when adding new sounding rods and reclutching 
after each full stroke of the drill rig. 

• 	 At temporary stops in the penetration process, als o 
the dissipation processes for the generated excess 
pore pressmes can be studied. This can be a consid
erable aid for soil classification and for estimation 
ofthe drainage properties. In mo re permeable soils 
and layers, where this dissipation is rapid, values of 
the prevailing in situ pore pressmes can also be 
obtained. 

*) In eontinuous penetration at the standard rate using a probe 
with the filter plaeed in the normal position above the tip, this 
means that for a eertain leve! a relevant value for the eone 
resistanee is first registered, followed about O. 7 seeonds later by 
the pore pressure and after another 3.4 seeonds by the related 
sleeve friction . The normal filter position is defined as a 5 mm 
high filter plaeed with its lower end 5 mm above the shoulder of 
the eonieal tip . 
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2.2 	 STANDARDS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 


In Sweden, there is a standard for CPT tests including 
porepressuremeasurements recommended bythe Swed
ish Geotechnical Society. A very similar standard has 
also been produced by the Norwegian Geotechnical 
Society. Beside these, there is the recommendation of 
the International Geotechnical Society, ISSMFE, for 
"Reference Test Procedures". The latter includes the 
CPT test among other tests. 

In the recommendation by ISSMFE from 1989, the 
specifications for the CPT test were slightly altered in 
relation to earher standards. The design of the probe 
was altered in such away that a filter for p o repressure 
measurement could also be incorporated. In other 
respects, this recommendation is very vague with 
regard to pore pressure measurements and handling of 
"piezocone" data.ltis primarily applicable fortests in 
coarse-grained soils and needs to be supplemented and 
clarified fortests in fine-grained soils . Such additions 
and clarifications have been incorporated in the Scan
dinavian recommendations, w hi ch are applicable to all 
types of so ils. 

The international recommendation is thus mainly 
applicable to the CPT test without pore pressure 
measurements, whichin Sweden was previously called 
"tip resistance sounding, TrS". Other international 
designatians forthis type oftest are Static Penetration 
Test, Quasi-Static Penetration Test and Dutch Sannd
ing Test. The Scandinavian recommendations also 
include the earobined cone penetration test-pore pres
sure sounding test and the test methods that have been 
designated TrSP sounding, CPTU test and Piezocone 
test. They are based on new and previous experience 
from CPT tests in sands and other coarse-grained soils 
and on recent experience from CPT tests with pore 
p ressure measurements in fine-grained so ils in Scandi
navia and other parts of the world. 

In the recommendations for the test equipment, it is 
primarily the probe, constituting the approximately 
1.05 m lang lower part where the measurements are 
taken, which has standardised dimensions and toler
ances. F or the rest ofthe equipment, the demands re f er 
to the particular function. 

The specifications in this information are in accord
ance with the Swedish recommendation. 

2.3 	 DEFINITIONS 

Cone resistance qT (alt. qc) 

The cone resistance is the force per unit area which is 

obtained by dividing the total axial force against the 

conetip bythe cross sectional area ofthetip (l000 mm2). 


The designation qc is used for CPT tests without 
pore pressure measurement and qT is used when the 
pore pressure atthe base ofthe conical tip is measured. 

Because of the design of the cone, the measured 
force on the tip is affected by unbalanced pore water 
pressures. These may constitute large sources oferror 
in cases where the pore pressures are high. In these 
cases, the measuring element for the cone resistance 
does not register values that are relevant for the total 
cone resistance . In tests with measurement ofthe pore 
pressure at the b ase of the conical tip, the measured 
cone resistance can be corrected and the total cone 
resistance obtained as follows: 

Total axial force on the cone tip 
qr = 

Cross sectional area 

Uncorrected measured value of axial force on the cone lip 
0c= 	 ) 

Cross sectional area 

(In the special case when the pore p ressure u "" O or 
is insignificant, then qc"" qT). 

The cone resistance is given in MPa or kPa. 

Sleeve frietian fT (alt. f
5 

) 

The sleeve frietian is obtained by dividing the total 
frictional force against the frietian sleeve by the sur
face area of the sleeve (15,000 mm2). The measured 
valnes ofthe sleeve frietian are affected by unbalanced 
water pressure on the end surfaces of the sleeve. The 
measured value must therefore be corrected for signif
icant water pressures in order to obtain relevant valnes 
ofthe total sleeve friction. 

fr = Total sleeve frietian 
Sleeve surface area 

CJ: = Uncorrectedmeasuredvalue of sleeve friction) 
s Sleeve surface area 

(The parameter f is only relevant in coarse-grained 
5 

soils at low water pressures) 
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The sleeve frietian is given in kPa or MPa. 

Frietian ratio f\ 
The frietian ratio ~ is defin~d as the ratio between 
sleeve frietian and cone resistance at the leve! under 
consideration 

R
1 

= fr · l 00, % 

qT 


(Alternative!y, the frietian index If= qJfr may be 
used). 

In situ pore pressure u0 (kPa) 
earresponds to the prevailing in situ pore pressure at 
the particular leve! in the ground, which is also rein
stated after full pore pressure equalisation at stops in 
the penetration process. 

Registered pore pressure u (kPa) 
is the pore pressure measured during the penetration 
test (u= u0+ ~u). The designation u is only used for 
pore pressures measured at the normal filter position 
above the conical tip. For pore pressures measured at 
the alternative filter position halfway up on the conical 
part of the tip, the designation uFACE is used *) 

Generated pore pressure Au (kPa) 
is the change in pore pressure (u - u0) which occurs 
because ofthe penetration process. Thegenerated pore 
pressure can be positive or negative depending on the 
properties ofthe soil and is also strong! y dependent on 
the position ofthe filter on the probe. (At the alternative 
filter position, the generated pore pressure becomes 

~UFACE = UFACE- Uo). 

Differential pore pressure ratio DPPR 
The differential pore pressure ratio is defined as the 
ratio between generated pore pressure and cone resist
ance at the leve! under consideration 

2.4 TEST CLASSES 
CPT tests are performed in all types of soil into w hich 
the p robe can be pushed down, from dense coarse sand 

*) Only pore pressure measurements at the normal !ilter position 
are included in the recommendation. 

with grave! sized particles to soft fine-grained soils. 
The probes used in Sweden often have a capacity of5
tonnes axial force on the tip, partly because of the 
limitations of the pushing equipment. In other coun
tries, probes with capacities of l Oand 20 tonnes are 
common. This makes tests in stiffer soils possible, but 
also entails limitations in measuring accuracy, \Yhich 
limits their usefulness in soft and fine-grained soils . 

One wish is to have equipment which can be used 
in as wide a range of soil conditions as possible. 
Another is to have sufficient accuracy and resolution 
ofthe measurements that a detailed classification and 
evaluation of so il properties can be made als o for soft 
and fine-grained soils. 

In coarse-grained soils , considerable wear, mainly 
ofthe conical tip, occurs and fairly wide tolerances for 
the geometry of the tip must be accepted. In fine
grained so ils, where also the p o re p ressures are u sed in 
the evaluation, the exact geometry is important and the 
discrepancies must be kept to a minimum. 

These wishes and demands are contradietory and 
incompatible. Because of the wide range of the inves
tigations and the fact that different demands are set 
depending on the so il typ e and u se of the results, the 
tests are divided according to the Swedish reconunen
dations into three classes with different demands on 
accuracy. These demands are lowest in class l and 
highest in class three . 

The follmving factors are considered as a basis for 
the division into classes: 

• 	 The Swedish reconunendation for a standard for 
the CPT test deals only with equipment \vhere the 
measurements are taken by u sing electronics. They 
cmnprise cone resistance, sleeve friction and. in 
most test classes , also pore pressure. 

• 	 In coarse-grained soil , the only infonnation nor
mally obtained from the pore pressme measme
ments isthat no excess pore pressmes are generat
ed. The exception is tests at !arge water depths. 
where measmed values of cone resistance and 
sleeve friction need to be corrected for the \Yater 
pressures. In fine-grained soils, the pore pressmes 
should always be measured and con e resistance and 
sleeve friction corrected. In the case of insufficient 
adherence to the specifled design dimensions. the 
measurement of generated pore pressme involves 
so much uncertainty that pore pressure measme
ment can on!y be u sed for correction of the other 
parameters and possibly for assessment of the in 
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situ pore pressure. For a more detailed classifica
tion offme-grained soils and an estimation ofthere 
properties, fairly strict tolerances must therefore 
be applied. 

• 	 The measuring accuracy is limited by factors such 
as the resolution of the measuring system (the 
accuracy ofvolt and ampere meters and the number 

ofdigital units in transfer and storage ofdata). The 
resolution is limited by the maximum measuring 
range divided by the number ofdigital units . If, for 
example, the number ofdigital units for a five-tonne 
probe is 4000, then the resolution becomes (5000 · 
98, 1)/(10 · 4000) = 12 kPa. A better measuring 
accuracy than ± l - 2 time s the resolution cannot be 
achieved. 

• 	 The pore pressure measuring device must have a 
very small defonnability ofits own, as well as being 
insensitive to temperature changes and very accu
rate. This is als o valid for the coarsesttest dass (see 
below), in which it must be possible to measure the 
p o re p ressure with an accuracy of ± l O kPa with 
devices which often have measuring ranges up to 
40 Bar= 4000 kPa. This entails ameasuring accu
racy ofabout± O.25 %, all sources oferror includ
ed. High elass transducers of this typ e, which can 
be incorporated in the pro bes, are required and are 
available on the market. 

• 	 The probes can be made relatively insensitive to 
temperature changes for a limited extra cost. This 
should always be stipulated. Most tests are per
formed without controland registration oftemper
ature and the only way to ensurethat the demands 
on accuracy are fulfilled is to make the temperature 
stability so good that all possible influence of 
temperature changes is negligible. 

Division into test classes: 

Class J. Designation: CPTI 
- Range of application: All types of soil, bu t mainly 

coarse-grained soils. In fine-grained soils, only in 
cases where the stiffuess or stratigraphy ofthe soil 
prevents the u se of a higher test elass. 

- Measurement ofcon e resistance and sleeve friction , 
and possibly also pore pressure. 

- Relatively wide tolerances for probe dimensions 
(see Chapter 3.2). 

- Measuring accuracy according to recommended 
standard, (see Chapter 3 .2), with generally accept-

ed inaccuracies of l 00 kPa in cone resistance, 
l O kPa in sleeve friction and l O kPa in pore pres
sure. 

- Possible interpretation: Stratigraphy and proper
ties in coarse-grained soils and coarse silt. Stratig
raphy and properties in stiff fine-grained soils can 
be determined, provided that the pore pressure is 
measured in the test. Evaluatian ofstratigraphy and 
properties in soft and medium stiff fine-grained 
soils should not be performed. 

-	 Equipment: 5 - 20 tonne probes . 
- Limitations: The ground water level has to be 

determined separately. At large water depths, the 
test should be performed with pore p ressure meas
urement. If possible, a higher test dass should be 
used in mixed and fme-grained soils. 

Class 2. Designation: CPT2 
- Range of application: All types of soil. In very 

densesand and coarser soils, the possible penetra
tion is limited. In soft and medium dense fme
grained soils, the tests should preferably be per
formed according to dass CPT3 w hen the stratig
raphy pennits this. 

- Measurement ofcone resistance, sleeve friction and 

pore pressure. 
- N arr o w tolerances adapted to tests in fme-grained 

soils (see Chapter 3.2). 
- Measuring accuracy according to recommended 

standard, (see Chapter 3 .2), with generally accept
ed inaccuracies of40 kPa in cone resistance, 4 kPa 
in sleeve friction and 5 kPa in pore pressure. 

- Possible interpretation: Stratigraphy and proper
ties in all types of soil. The accuracy is limited in 
soft and medium stifffine-grained soils . 

- Normal equipment: 5-tonne probes with pore pres
sure measurement. 

- Limitations: Limited penetration in dense, coarse
grained so il. Insufficient accuracy for an adequate 
evaluation of properties in soft and medium dense 
fine-grained soil. 

Class 3. Designation: CPTJ 
- Range of application: All types of soil. However, 

the penetration is limited mainly in sands and 
coarser soil, and also in other stiff soils . In those 
cases where load restrictions and accuracies for 
this test class cannot be fulfilled , the test class has 
to be lowered. 

-	 Measurement ofcone resistance, sleeve friction and 
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pore pressure. medium stiff fine-grained so il. 
- Narrow tolerances adapted for tests in fine-grained - Normal equipment: Specially calibrated 5-tonne 

soils (see Chapter 3.2) . probes with pore pressure measurement or corre
- Measuring accuracy according to recommended sponding probes with lower measuring ranges. 

standard, (see Chapter 3 .2), with generally accept - Limitations: Very limited penetration in stiff soils 
ed inaccuracies of20 kPa in cone resistance, 2 kP a and when coarser particles are present in the soil. 
in sleeve frietian and l kPa in pore pressure . 
Possible interpretation: Stratigraphy and proper The ranges for application of the various test 
ties in all types of soil, hut mainly in soft and classes are also shown in Table l . 

Table l. Range of application for different test classes. 

C lass Type ofsoil 

Coarse-grained Silt Fine-grain ed 

Stratigraphy Properties Stratigraphy Properties Stratigraphy Properties 

CPTIA .1 .1 o o - 

CPTIB • • ..... ..... 02 02 

CPT2 (•)3 (•)3 • • ..... ..... 

CPT3 ({.) )" ((.))" (•)s (•)s • • 

A) Without pore pressure measurement 
B) With pore pressure measurement 

Estimation: Remarks: 

• Good l) The ground water level has to be determined 
Å Relatively good separately. At large water depths the tests should 
o Coarse be performed with measurement of pore pressure. 

- Not possible 2) Only in stiff fine -grairred soil. 
3) Samewhat limited application in coarse-grained 

soil. 
4) Very limited application in coarse-grained soil 
5) Limited application in stiff sil t 
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CHAPTER 3. 


CPT test equipment 


3.1 	 PRINCIPLEs OF MEASUREMENTS 
AND DETAILED CALIBRATION 

3.11 	 Measuring principle 
CPTtests measure cone resistance, sleeve frietian and, 
in most cases, also pore pressure. The axial force 
acting on the cone tip is transferred to the upper parts 
of the p robe by a measuring body with applied strain 
gauges. The gauges must be applied in such a waythat 
a possible eccentricity of the force does not affect the 
results. They must als o be connected to campensating 
elements in sucha waythattemperature changes do not 
affect the results. The possibilities for this campensa
tian are relatively good, but there are certain limita
tions. I t isthus especially difficult to full y compensate 
for the effect oftemperature gradients inside the p robe 
due to changes in temperature. 

In a corresponding way, the force from the frietian 
sleeve is transferred by another measuring body with 
strain gauges. F or manufacturing reasons, man y cones 
have been designed with two almost identical measur
ing bodies, one on top of the other. The lower body 
measures the cone resistance and the other the sum of 
the cone resistance and sleeve friction. The measured 
val u e of the sleeve frietian has then been obtained by 
the difference in signals from the two measuring 
bodies, so called "subtraction probes". This type of 
design entails a high risk of interference between the 
signals with related problems in calibration, interpre
tation and measuring accuracy. Newer designs are 
therefore usually of the "compression probe" type, in 
which the sleeve frietian is measured separately by a 
measuring bodyplacedin s u ch away that i t is unaffect
ed by the axial force from the cone tip. 

The pore pressure is measured by pressure trans
ducers. In order to obtain the required measuring 
accuracy, the transducers have to be of very high 
quality, with a very small deformability oftheir own in 
the measurements. Transducers ofthis typeareon the 

market and can be iostalled inside the probes. This 
requirement has often had to be specified separately 
when ordering the equipment, but it will hopefully 
become standard in all commercial equipment after 
introduction of the new recommended standards for 
CPT tests including pore pressure measurements. 

The design ofa CPT-pro be is shown schematicall y 
inFigure 3. 

3.12 Correction for pore water pressures 
As is also shown in the figure, the measurements of 
both cone resistance and sleeve frietian are affected by 
unbalanced pore pressmes atthe bas e ofthe conical tip 
and at the end surfaces ofthe frietian sleeve. To obtain 
the total cone resistance and the total sleeve frietian 
respectively, the measured values Fe and Fs from the 
two measuring bodies have to be corrected for the 
water pressmes acting on the end surfaces. 

At the normal position of the filter, the pore pres
sure is measured in the slot between the con e tip and the 
frietian sleeve, so that the unbalanced water pressure 
againstthe bas e ofthe con e tip and the lower end ofthe 
frietian sleeve isthen known. The pore water p ressure 
at the upper end ofthe frietian sleeve, uu, is normall y 
notmeasured but can be estimated with relatively good 
accuracy from 

Knowing the areas ofthe end surfaces affected by 
different water pressures, the measured values ofaxial 
force and frietian sleeve can thus be corrected for the 
influence ofthe pore p res sure. The size ofthe end areas 
is normall y express ed by the area factors a and b. 

Area facto r a is used for correction ofthe measured 
value of cone resistance 
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Seal (against dirt) 

O-rings_======-4l~ 

Frietian sleeve 

Measuring body for 
axial force (Fc) ----.. tFSLEEVEt 
Measuring body for 

frietian force (F.) 


A = l 5,000 mm2 
s 

Filter 

T otal area AT 
2= 1000 mm


Net area AN 


• a =AN/AT 
b =(AL-Au) l A. 
qc = Fe /AT 

d= 35,7 mm qT = FCONE TIP l AT = qc + U ( 1-a) 
l• .. , f =F /Ac s s 

fT = FSLEEVE l As= fe- (u AL- uuAu) /A 

FCONETIP 

Fig. 3. Schematic design and measuring principle of a CPT-probe of "compression" type. 
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and 

Area factor b is used for correction of the meas
ured value of sleeve frietian 

U sing the empirical relation for the p o re p ressure at 
the upper end ofthe frietian sleeve, the corrected total 
sleeve frietian becomes 

l - a 
fr~ f e -(ub +0. 3~u(--b))

15 

3.13 Detailed calibration 
There are a number of other sources of error in the 
measurements , such as intemal frietian in the O-ring 
seals . Als o, the area factors cannot be estimated direct
ly from geometry because of uncertainties about the 
way in which different areas are affected by the water 
pressures and how the forces are transferred. Even ifit 
is intended that the measuring bodies for cone resist
ance and sleeve frietian shall only be affected by the 
respective forces , this has to be checked. Bach new 
probe therefore has to be subjected to a detailed 
calibration of area factors, influence of intemal fric
tian and possible " cross-talk" or interference effects . 
These values are specific for the particular pro be, but 
they may change if tips with a different geometrical 
design are used . They must therefore be checked for 
each type of tip that is to be used and recalibrated 
following any change in the design of the cone. 

Most probes are designed for use in soft to stiff soil, 
from arganie soil and clay to coarse sand. The maxi
mum force on the conetip is normall y 5 to l O tormes (5O 
to l 00 kN). A high steel quality to gether withmatching 
strain gauges and modern electronics as a rule gives 
very goodproperties in terms ofstability, linearity and 
repeatability when the accuracy is expressed in terms 
of per cent of full scale. However, when these probes 
are used in soft clay, only about l % of the total 
capacity is used, which means that the very good 
accuracy at calibration for the full range becomes l 00 
times worse with respect to the measuring range that is 
utilised. Many probes still have a very good accuracy 
also in very low measuring ranges and 5-tonne cones 
may often be well suited fortesting soft soils, provided 
they are calibrated for this lower range. 

The CPT test 

Calibration ofcone resistance and sleeve frietio n 
is performed by stepwise axialloading ofthe cone tip 
and the frietian sleeve respectively. When loading the 
frietian sleeve, the cone tip is replaced by an adapter 
designed in such a waythatthe axialload is transferred 
to the lower end surface of the frietian sleeve. The 
calibrations are made separately, but the non-loaded 
measuring body is read off simultaneausly in order to 
check that it remains unaffected by loads in the active 
body*>. The calibration is performed for different 
measuring ranges and special attention is paid to 
ranges that are Iikely to be utilised. In calibration ofa 
new pro be, the measuring bodies are first subjected to 
15 - 20 load eyeles up to full range before the actual 
calibration is performed. 

Calibration of area factors must be performed in 
a special calibration chamber. This chamber is de
signedinsuchawaythatthelowerpartoftheprobecan 
be inserted into the chamber and locked and sealed 
above the frietian sleeve, Figure 4 . 

The probe can then be subjected to an all round 
p ressure in the chamber. This is ap p lied in steps and at 
the same time the measuring devices for cone resist
ance, sleeve frietian and pore p ressure are read off. In 
this way, a calibration curve for the pore pressure 
transducer, the area factors a and b and measures 
ofthe intern al frietio n inside the p robe are obtained, 
Figure 5. By using a special recording unit, also the 
response time of the pore pressure measuring system 
for rapid pressure changes can be checked. 

The total correction for measured values of cone 
resistance and sleeve frietian after calibration becomes 

and 

l - a 
fr = fe + o1 - c2 qe - (ub+0 . 3~u(~-b)) 

where o c and of = intemal frietian (primarily in 
O-ring seals) 

c1 and c2 = eonstants for "cross-talk" between 
the measurements of cone 
resistance and sleeve frietian 

*) Otherwise the eonstants for "cross-talk"between the 
measuring bodies must be determined . 
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Calibration chamber with probe mounted in the loading frame Calibration chamber 

Fig. 4. Calibration chamber type SGI for CPT probes. 

and c2 shall preferably be very small and neglic1 
gible. 0 

0 
and of are normall y small, hut may affectthe 

results in primarily soft and sensitive clays where the 
cone resistance is very low and the sleeve friction is 
el o se to zero . 

In correction for the intemal friction, it is also 
necessary to checkthat the forces on the friction sleeve 
aresolarge that the full friction is mobilised . Other
wise, there is a risk of overcorrection, resulting in 
negative values for the sleeve friction. 

Subsequent control calibrations of the p o re pres
sure transducer can easily be performed by applica
tionofa p ressure supply adapter, w hi ch is screwed into 
the thread for the cone tip and thus does not require a 
calibration chamber. 

The calibrations are performed with the same elec
tronic devices andregistration equipment that willlater 
be used in the field to check and calibrate the whole 
system and its error sources. High precision transduc
ers which are inspected regularly are used as references. 

The probes must also be calibrated for tempera
ture effects. This is done by lowering the probes into 
water baths ofdifferent temperatures . The signals are 
then registered versus time until the readings have 
stabilised. The zero shifts per ocare evaluated from the 
results . In addition, a measure ofthe time taken for the 
immersed probe to stabilise at a new temperature is 
obtained. The latter information is valuable when it 
becomes necessary to stabilise the cone for the ground 
temperature in the field. According to experience, this 
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The CPT test 

APPLIED CELL PRESSURE, kPa 

APPLIED CELL PRESSURE, kPa 

b 

Interna! friction, of 

Results from calibration of a probe 
in a calibration chamber 

value is about l O minutes, but it may vary for different 
con e designs . 

If the probe is equipped with more measuring 
devices, such as temperature, inclination or seismic 
transducers , these must also be calibrated. 

3.2 	 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS AND 

DEMANDS ON THE EQUIPMENT 


This section sets out the specifications for dimensions 
and demands on the equipment that according to 
recommendations by the Swedish Geotechnical Soci
ety should be applied to CPTtesting equipment. Expla
nations, clarification and motives for these demands 
are also given, tagether with the consequences of 
deviations from the standard. 

3.21 	 Geometry ofthe probe 
The outer parts ofthe pro be consist ofa conical tip, a 
filter, a friction sleeve and a cylindrical extension. The 
friction sleeve and the cylindrical extension must to
gether have a length ofat l east l 000 mm, Figure 6. The 
diameter al o ng this length must be eonstant ( within 
given tolerances). 

Conical tip 
Thetip ofthe pro be has a conical part and a cylindrical 
extension. The tip angle shall be 60°. The cylindrical 
extension, including a possible filter, must be l O mm 
(or shorter within the tolerances for wear). Design, 
dimensions and tolerances are shown in Figure 7. 

CPT-probes with measurement of p o re p ressure 
must have tips with a cylindrical extension of 5 mm 
and a filter placed directly above this extension. It has 
been shown that the generated pore p ressures are very 
sensitive to the location ofthe filter and therefore only 
tips and filters ofthis designshall be used. 

CPT-probes with p o re pressuremeasurements w hi ch 
have previously been used in Sweden normall y have a 
cylindrical extension of 5 mm at the tip and filters of 
5 mm height, and arethus within the recommendation. 
On the other hand, the extension is longer in the 
recommendation campared to earher recommenda
tions for "tip resistance sounding" without pore pres
sure measurement. 

The cross-sectional area ofthetip shall be l 000 mm2 

at the cylindrical extension, which earresponds to a 
diameter of3 5.7 mm. 

The permissable surface roughness along the tip is 
maximum l 11m, which roughly earresponds to what 
normall y results from the friction of the soil against 
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Fig. 6. 	 Specifications for dimensions of a 
CPT-probe according to recom
mendations by the Swedish Geo
technical Society (and ISSFME). 
The specifled dimension of the seal 
gap Ag is valid only for dass CPT lA 

without pore pressure measure
ment. For tests with pore pressure 
measurement the area Ag must not 
exceed 0.5 mm2• 

the tip. 
In CPT tests in sand, there is considerable wear of 

the tip and fairly large tolerances must be accepted. In 
test class CPTl, where the pore pressures are not 
measured or alternatively are used only for correction 
of cone resistance and sleeve friction, it is acceptable 
forthe height ofthe conical part ofthe tip to be reduced 
by up to 7. 2 mm and the cylindrical extension by 3 mm. 
The w ear usually als o results in a concave shape ofthe 
conical part, which is also accepted. However, the 
shape of the tip must always be symmetric and obvi
ously distorted tips must be discarded. 

In CPT tests in fine-grairred soils, where the pore 
pressure is always to be measured and is used for 
classification of the soil and evaluation of its proper
ties, theselarge tolerances cannot be applied. They are 
not compatible with other demands on the geometry of 
the probe and the generated pore pressures are sensi
tive to the dimensions ofthe cone tip. In CPT tests in 
fine-grairred soils, only very moderate wear can be 
accepted. A certain roundness at the shoulder between 
the conical part and the cylindrical extension is una
voidable and a reasonable demand is that the height of 
the cylindrical part must not be l mm less than for a 
new tip. When the soundings are stopped against 
bedrock or a stone, there is always a certain deforma
tion ofthetip and a certain roundness ofthe extreme tip 
must be accepted uniess a new tip is to be used for 
each test. A maximum wear-deformation of 4 mm is 
therefore accepted, provided that it is symmetric, but 
no further significant change in shape. 

Corresponding demands are valid for tips with the 
alternative non-standardised filter location in the con
ical part ofthe tip. These tips should be designed with 
cylindrical extensions of l O mm for new tips and the 
filters should be located half way up on the conical 
part. 

Preferably, the probes should make it possible to 
measure simultaneausly the p o re p ressures both at the 
conical part ofthe tip and above the cylindrical exten
sion at the base of the tip. While waiting for such 
probes to be commonly available on the market, the 
standard tips should be interchangeable with tips with 
the filter located half way up on the conical part. If 
required, parallel or alternate tests can then be per
formed with the other filter location. 

The diameter ofthe cylindrical part ofthetipshall 
bewithin35.7 mm+ 0 .3 mm/-0.9mmin all CPTtests 
and within 35.7 ± 0.3 mm in tests with pore pressure 
measurements in test classes CPT2 and CPT3. 
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35 .7 mm 35.7 mm 35.7 mm 

·w···-·.·.·.·.·.EJ··.· ·. · 5mm.·. 5 mm600 60o 5 mm·wu· 5mm 

30.9 mm ~ 30.9 mm 

Porous filter Slot filter 
TIP FOR TESTS WITHOUT PORE 


PRESSURE MEASUREMENT 
 TIP FOR TESTS WITH PORE PRESSURE MEASUREMENT 

Design and dimensions 
dmin =34.8 dmln =35.4 

hm ax =31.2 hmax =31.2 

Test dass C PT l Test classes CPT2 and CPT3 

T OLERANCES IN DIFFERENT TEST CLASSES 

Fig.7. Design, dimensions and tolerances of the conical tip. 

Filter The height of the filter is normall y 5 mm. Filters 

The diameter ofthe filtershall be equal to the diameter with a lower height may be used, provided that an extra 

of the tip. lt may be slightly larger but absolutelynot ring is used to fulfil the requirements on the dimensions 
smaller. Permissibletolerances are showninFigure 8. of the tip . 

The filter should fulfilthese demands also after the The filters shall have fine pares, be incompressible 
test. lt is normally used in one test only and is ex andresistant against abrasion. Normall y, filters made 

changed after each test. of sintered stainiess steel or bronze with pore sizes of 
2 - 20 ~-tm are recommended. Also ceramic filters may 
be used, but these are more brittle and the risk of 
damage is greater, especially w hen they are located on 
the conical part of the tip. Filters made of porous 
plastic are sometimes used. These filters can only be 
used at the standard location at the base ofthe tip. To 

+0.2 fulfil the tolerances , they should be east in a mould and 
dfilter = dco nical tip [mm]{ not formed on a lathe. 

-0.0 
There are now also probes on the market in which 

the filters have been replaced by a thin slot filled with 
dconical t;ip a viscous fluid or a gel. Comparative tests have shown 

that this leads to certain limitations in measuring 
Fig. 8. Tolerances for the diameter of accuracy and that it may be difficult to fulfil the set 

the filter. 
demands. This mainly refers to tests in which the pore 
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pressure measurements are to be used for a detailed 
estimation of the soil properties and for measurement 
ofpore pressure dissipation and equalized in situ pore 
pressures . For correction ofcone resistance and sleeve 
friction, the method is normally quite satisfactory. 
When this method is used, the slot shall be located 
within the interval for the normal filter position, i.e. 
within 5 to l O mm ab o ve the conical part of the tip. 

Frietian sleeve 
The frietian sleeve shall have a surface area of 
15.000 mm2 ± 2 %, which gives a length of about 
13 3.7 mm. Dimensions arrd tolerances for the frietian 
sleeve are shown in Figure 9 .ltshall be located directly 
above the tip and the filter. The maximum distance 
because of slots and seals is 5 mm. 

area = 15,000 mm2 ± 2% 

0.35 CPTI _ {+{ 0.2 CPT2/3 
dSLEEVE-	 dCONICAL T IP (mm) 

-0.0 

and 

dSLEEVE ?,:: d FILTER ?::: dCONICAL TIP 

Fig. 9. 	 Dimensions and tolerances of a 

friction sleeve. 


The diameter ofthe frietian sleeve shall be equal to 
or slightly larger than the diameter of the underlying 
parts. With a normallocation ofthe filter between the 
tip and the frietian sleeve, the generated pore pressure 
may be affected by the diameter of the frietian sleeve 
and in this case the following criteria should be applied: 

dFRICTION SLEEVE ;::::: dFIL1ER ;::::: dCONICAL TIP 

+0.2 mm
dFRICTION SLEEVE = d CONICAL TIP -0 

If the pore pressmes are measured at the conical 
face of the tip, they are not affected by the frietian 
sleeve. The same criteria as for CPT tests without pore 

pressure measurement can then be applied 

35
dFRICTION SLEEVE = dCONICAL TIP ~~ mm 

The surface roughness r shall be within the limits 
0.25ilffi <r< 0 . 75~m. 

Cylindrical exte.nsion 
The cylindrical extension shall have the same diameter 
as the frietian sleeve with a tolerance of+ Omm/-0.3 
mm and tagether with the frietian sleeve have a earn
bined length of at least l 000 mm, Figure l O. 

min 1000 mm 

+0.0 

dEXTENSION = dSLEEVE { (mm] 

-0.3 


Fig. l O. 	 Dimensions and tolerances for 
cylindrical extension 

Slots and sea/s 
Slots between the different parts ofthe probe mustnot 
be higher than 5 mm. Seals in these slots should be 
designed in such a way that they prevent so il particles 
from intruding. The seals must be so compressible in 
relation to the measuring element that no significant 
forces are transferred and create measuring errors . The 
part of the cross-sectional area of a gap which is not 
occupied by the seal must not exceed l O mm2 in tests 
without pore pressure measurement. In tests with p o re 
pressure measurement and normal filter location, the 
corresponding area must not exceed 0.5 mm2 , Fig
ures 6 and 11 . The latter demand is based on the fact 
that possible gaps in these slots create changes in the 
generated pore pressmes which affect both the meas
ured pore p ressures and the corrections for pore pres
sure effects. 

Friction reducer 
I t is common that a local enlargement ofthe sounding 
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Ag< lO mm2 

without pore pressure measurement 

Ag< 0.5 mm2 

with pore pressure measurement 

Fig. Il. Tolerances for gaps. 

ro d is ap p lied at the lower part ofthe first sounding ro d 
or at the joint between the CPT-probe and the sounding 
rods. The purpose ofthis enlargement is to reducethe 
friction against the following sounding rods and there
by the total penetration force. Such an enlargement is 
only allowed above the l 000 mm longpart consisting 
of friction sleeve and cylindrical extension where the 
cross-section is standardised, Figure 12. 

In order to further reduce the rod friction, bentonite 
slurry can be pump ed down through the sounding rods 
and l et out just above the friction reducer. This normal

ly requires a combination ofhollow sounding rods and 
cable-free signal transmission. 

3.22 Pushing equipment 
The pushing equipment shall have a stroke of at least 
l metre. I t shall push down the probe and the rods at a 
eonstant specified rate. The equipment shall be ballast
ed or anchored in such a way that it does not move 
relative to the soil during the penetration and provides 
the required pushing force. Penetration by blows or 
rotation is not allowed. 

The penetrationshall proceed vertically and contin
uously and the measurements shall be taken during 
ongoing penetration at a eonstant rate . Stops in the 
penetration shall only be made for the addition ofnew 
sounding rods and reclutching of the pushing equip
ment. In connection with this, or at pre-selected leve l s, 

~1m 

Fig. 12. Location of frietio n reducer. 

longer stops may be made for studies ofthe dissipation 
ofthe generated pore pressure with time. However, it 
is recommended that a continuous CPTtestwith as few 
and short stops as possible be carried out first and that 
possible studies of pore pressure dissipation with 
longer durations be made in subsequent supplementary 
tests. This does not apply to short stops in permeable 
layers where the pore pressure equalisation is rapid. 

The pusbing equipment shall be aligned as vertical
ly as possible. The deviation from the vertical direction 
must not exceed 2 %. The axis ofthe sounding rods 
shall coincide with the direction ofthe applied pusbing 
force. 

The rate of penetration shall be 20 mm/s. The 
tolerances for tests without pore pressure measure
ments are 5 mm/s according to the recommendations 
by the Swedish Geotechnical Society and ISSFME. 
F or tests with pore p ressure measurements, the pene
tration rateshall be witbin 20 ± 2 mm/s, Figure 13. 

Sounding rods 
The sounding rods are selected with regard to the 
required pusbing force and signal transmission system 
for measured data. Signal transmission by cable re
quires hollow rods (tu bes) and joints. Purther demands 
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max 2% (2 cm/m) 

penetration rate 
=20mm/s 

~lm 

{ 
± 25 % without pore 
pressure measurement 

± lO% with pore 
pressure measurement 

Fig. 13. Demands and tolerances for verticality and penetration rate. 

arethat the joints shall be rigid and the rads shall be 
straight. F or the lo w est 5 metres, the maximum deflec
tion at the middle of a l m Iong rad must not exceed 
0.5 mm in relation to a straight Iine between the ends 
ofthe rad. The corresponding limit for rads higher up 
in the chain is l mm. The same demands on straight
ness also apply to the joints, Figure 14. 

3.23 Measuring equipment 

Transducers, measuring instruments 
and data collection 
Parces and pressmes shall be measured with suitable 
gauges or transducers and the signals shall be trans
ferred to registering instruments and data collection 
units by a suitable method. There are three major 
alternatives on the market: (Figure 15) 
• 	 signal transmission by cable from the gaugesl 

transducers to measuring instruments ldata loggers 
on the ground surface 

• 	 acoustic ( cable free) signal transmission through 
the sounding rads to measuring instrur,lents ldata 
loggers on the ground surface Fig. 14. Demands on straightness of the 

• 	 storage of the signals in an electronic memory sounding rods. 
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data logger 

microphone 

sound
cable --+--1 

signal 

memory 

Fig. 15. Collection of CPT data in the field. 

inside the probe, which is emptied into the data 
collection unit after the p robe has been retracted to 
the ground surface 

Methods ofdata registration w hi ch allo w the values 
to be observed during the penetration process are 
recommended by the Swedish Geotechnical Society 
and ISSMFE, the main reason being a desire to check 
progress during the penetration operation. lt is then 
possible to ascertain continuously that everytbing is 
working properly and to modity the metl1od and the 
extent ofthe investigations on the basis ofthe obtained 
results . 

The more checking and evaluation that is to be 
performed in the field, the mo re comprehensive will be 
the equipment and the demands on a working environ
ment suited for electronic equipment. The possibilities 
also vary widely between different equipment. The 
extent of the required checking and evaluation of the 
test results in the field should be considered from case 
to case and the cost should be compared to possible 
extra costs for a later supplementary investigation. 
Direct evaluation in the field also offers a certain time 
saving. The development ofequipment for data collec
tion and data transmission is very fast and today it is 
possible for example to transfer the test data directly to 
the office during the penetration process via a tele
phane modem. It is therefore difficult to give specific 

The CPT test 

recommendations for the most suitable system for 
collection andregistration ofthe test data. Examples of 
systems for collection and transfer ofthe test data are 
shown in Figure 16. 

Pore pressure measurements shall be performed 
with high precision transducers having a very small 
volumetric deformation. The cavities in the tip should 
be designed in such a way that the total volume is as 
small as possible and that complete saturation at 
assembly is facilitated. Cavities , filter and chall1lels 
shall be saturated with incompressible and deaerated 
fluids. Based on Swedish experience, vacuum treated 
glycerine or boiled water is recommended. 

The purpose is accurate measurement ofthe rap i dl y 
varying water pressure in the surmunding soil with a 
ininimum ofrequired water transport in and out ofthe 
measuring system because of the pressure changes. 
These properties ofthe measuring system should also 
as far as possible be maintained in passing through 
layers where negative pore pressures and tendencies 
for sucking the fluid out of the measuring system are 
created. 

The por e p ressure measurements arenormall y made 
by transducers measuring absolute pressure, which 
entails that they may be affected by the barometric 
pressure. Normally, this is significant only in very 
time-consurning tests withlongstops for measurement 
ofpore p ressure dissipation processes. 
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FIELD OFFICE 

Fig. 16. Systems for collection and transfer of CPT test data. 

Reading intervals 
The intervals between the readings of the different 
parameters may vary and are selected with regard to 
the soil volumes that affect the different parameters. 
Typical reading intervals for con e resistance and sleeve 
frietian are 0.05 m. There is no obvious reason for a 
higher frequency since these values in princip le repre
sent averages for depth intervals with thicknesses 
between 0.13 and 0.7 m . For tests in dass CPTl , 
sparser readings of these parameters can be accepted 
and are then made at least at every O .2 m. 

For pore pressure measurements, it is desirable to 
make readings at intervals corresponding to the height 
of the filter, i.e. about every 5 mm . This is often 
impracticable, b uttodaythe taking ofreadings at every 
l O mm is possible with most common equipment. This 
frequency of readings should be airned at, even if the 
standard today accepts readings at every 20 mm. Ifthe 
same frequency ofreadings is u sed for con e resistance 
and sleeve friction, the latter readings may be averaged 
for depth intervals of 50 mm before they are stored. 

Altematively, the reading intervals can be varied in 
such a way that the latter parameters are only read at 
every 50 mm of penetration. 

Depth registration 
Accordingto the recommendations , the true level ofthe 
pro be shall be known within ± O.l m. This demand 
may require a manual check to be made of the actual 
penetration depth and the recorded depth to be correct
ed accordingly. A manual check of the penetration 
depth shall always be made at the terroination of the 
penetration. The resolution of the electronic depth 
registration should be at least O. O l m. 

Temperature compensation 
All measuring elements and electronics should be 
stab le at temperature changes . When handling the 
equipment, preeautians shall be taken in order to 
minimise the temperature variations, bu t certain changes 
cannot be avoided. Practical experience has shown that 
the stability against zero shifts that can be achieved in 
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ordinary 5-tonne probes is 

2.0 kPa/°C for cone resistance 
0.1 kPa/°C for sleeve friction 

0.05-0.1 kPa/°C for pore p ressure ( depending on 
the measuring range for the 
transducer which is normally 
l- 2 MPa) 

This stability is required and should be checked. 
For probes with higher measuring ranges, a propor
tional increase in the temperature sensitivity is accept
ed. 

All errors due to temperature effects, to gether with 
other sources of error, shall be within the demands on 
total accuracy specifled below. Since the temperature 
in most cases is not measured, the most rational way of 
ensuring that the demands for measuring accuracy are 
fulfilled is to have such good stability for temperature 
changes that all possible temperature effects can be 
accommodated within the demands. 

Measuring accuracy 
When all possible sources of error (interna! friction, 
errors in the measming equipment, eccentric loading of 
tip and friction sleeve, temperature effects etc.) are 
accounted for, the totalerror in the measured values 
must, according to the Swedish recommendations, not 
exceed 

2 % ofthe typ i c al val u e (the average val u e) in an y of 
the soil layers which are to be classified and 
whose properties are to be evaluated *) 

l % of the measured val u e of static pore p ressure 

However, these demands cannot be fulfilled at very 
small forces or pressmes. The equipment and test dass 
to be used are selected with regard to the typ e ofso il to 
be investigated; the coarser and stiffer the soil, the 
mo re robust the p robe and the lowerthe test dass. This 

entails that there are certain practical minima for the 
pressmes and forces that can be measmed in the 
various testclasses. Forthe differenttest classes there 

' 
are therefore lower limits representing inaccuracies 
which can be accepted generally: 

*) The term "soil layer" in this context refers to separate soil 
layers or, in the case of thick homogeneous layers, depth intervals 
of one metre. 
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Test Con e Sleeve P o re 
dass resistance frietio n p ressure 

CPTl 100 kPa lO kPa 10 kPa 
CPT2 40 kPa 4kPa 5kPa 
CPT3 20kPa 2kPa l kPa 

This accuracy must be verified by regular calibra
tion of the particular equipment. 

(The standard recommended by ISSMFE states 
that the accmacy shall not be less than 5 % of the 
measmed value or l % of the maximum measured 
value in the particular soil layer. This is difficult to 
interpret and requires clarification). 

In all test classes, probes of high quality are re
quired. Intestelass CPTl , 5- 20tonneprobes areused. 
In test dass CPT2, 5-tonne probes can be used and in 
test dass CPT3 either probes with lower measming 
ranges or specially calibrated 5-tonne probes are used . 

3.24 Special arrangements 

Pre-drilling 
In tests with pore pressme measmement in soft soils 

' 
passage through the dry crust brings special problems . 
The dry crust is normall y not saturated and often large 
negative pore p ressure changes occur. Both the se facts 
entail a risk of loss of saturation in the p robe and the 
measured pore pressmes in lower layers becoming 
non-relevant. In addition, large cone resistances and 
sleeve frietians occm in the stiff dry crust. This leads 
to a risk ofhysteresis effects and zero shifts, which in 
tum lead to lower measuring accuracy for cone resist
ance and sleeve friction in the underlying softer layers . 
Furthermore, there is an increased risk ofstiffer parti
cles being p ressed into the s lots between the different 
parts of the probe and thus affecting the results of the 
measmements. 

In CPT testing in soft soils, pre-drilling through the 
dry crust should therefore be performed after an initial 
test has provided information on its thickness and 
stiffness. The pre-drilled ho le is normally filled with 
water and on most occations a casing is required, partly 
to keep the hole open and partly to retain the water 
level, Figure 17. 

Fills with infusions ofcoarser material are always 
pre-drill ed. 

In some cases, the pre-drilling may be replaced by 
punching a non-instrumented dummy probe with a 
diameter of 45 -50 mm through the stiffer layers. 
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Fig. 17. Pre-drilling. 

Guidance ofrods 
When required, the sounding rods above ground level 
and in water shall be provided with guide rollers , 
casings or other arrangements to prevent them from 
buckling out. 

Inclinometer 
In order to provide information on the verticality ofthe 
probe and possible declinatian from the vertical direc
tion, the pro be can be fitted with an inclinometer. The 
need for this information will depend on the soil 
conditions and the typ e ofinvestigation, and increases 
with penetration depth. Tests inhomogeneons soils can 
normally be performed to depths of 15 -20m without 
any problems associated with deviation. In inhomoge
neons soils and tests adjacent to excavations or struc

tures , the corresponding depth is less than l O m. The 
inclinometer can also be connected to a stop function 
for the pushing equipment. The risk of damage to the 
probe because ofbending is normally greaterthan the 
risk due to vertical overloading . 

Overload protection 
The measuring elements in the pro be are designed for 
maximum measuring ranges, which should not be 
exceeded. The sounding rods and their joints have a 
corresponding maximum load capacity. When using 
normal CPT-probes with at least 5-tonnes axialload 
capacity and lightweight pushing equipment, this is 
normall y not a problem because the pushing capacity 
is seldom larger. The measuring range of the friction 
sleeve is normally adapted in such a way that there is 
no great risk ofit being overloaded before the cone tip. 

Pore pressuretransducers are often selected in such 
a way that a large part of the measuring range is 
utilised. A simple check that the measuring range is 
sufficient is that it shall be larger than the in situ pore 
pressure at maximum test depth + 20 timesthe maxi
mum expected undrained shear strength. This rule 
accommodates all possible filter locations. With the 
normal filter location, it is sufficient if the measuring 
range is larger than the prevailing in situ pore p ressure 
+ 15 times the expected undramed shear strength. In 
overconsolidated soils and especially with a normal 
filter location, the penetration pore pressures will be 
considerably lessthan these values. 

The sounding rods are normall y sounding rods with 
diameters of32 or 36 mm, or alternatively hollow 36 
mm rods or rods for standard piston sampling. Als o for 
these rods , the load capacity is normally no problem 
when using lightweight pushing equipment. 

When using special probes with lower load capac
ities or when seeking to ensurethat a certain calibrated 
loading range is not exceeded, load restrictions should 
be applied to the pusbing equipment. This is also the 
case w hen heavier pushing equipment with higher load 
capacity than the probes or rods is used. 

The pushing equipment is normally hydraulically 
operated and the simplestform ofload restriction is an 
ad justable safety valvefor the oil pressure. The regu
lation of the val ve is calibrated in such a way that a 
scale for the maximum pushing force is obtained. 
However, the total pushing force is the sum ofthe cone 
resistance and the friction along the p robe and the rods , 
and the friction can often constitute the major part of 
the load . The regulation may therefore have to be 
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supplied with an extra scale showing how much the 
load may be increased depending on the cone resistance 
that is read off when the set maximum total load is 
exceeded. 

The greatest risk ofdamage to the probes occurs at 
penetration in soft soils and stop against finn bortom, 
especially against inclined bedrock and in soil contain
ing stones or boulders. There isthen a pronounced risk 
ofbending and buckling ofthe pro be or the rads. This 
risk can be miniroised by the introduction of overload 
protection of the type outlined above . 

A more highly developed system for overload pro
tection can be introduced by using electronics. In this 
case, limits can be set for cone resistance, sleeve 
frietian and pore pressure and preferably also for 
inclination. If any of these limits is exceeded, an 
electrically operated valve on the pusbing equipment 
can be activated and the penetration is stopped instant
ly. The operator can then analyse the situation and 
decide whether the test should be continued or termi
nated. 

Temperature sensor 
The probe shall be handled in such a way that in all 
stages ofpreparation and performance ofthe test i t is 
kept as close to the ground temperature as possible (in 
Sweden normally 7 - 8 °C). lt is not possible to fulfil 
this demand completely, but when taking zero readings 
and during all the subsequent phases of the test, an 
effort should be made to keep the probe at a tempera
ture within ± 5 °C of the desired level. 
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CHAPTER 4. 


Petformance of CPT test 


4.1 PREPARATIONs 

4.11 Checks 
Before starting a CPT test project, the probeshall be 
calibrated and tips and frietian sleeves shall be inspect
ed. This also applies to tips and sleeves brought along 
as spares and possibly exchange tips with the filter 
located at the conical face. O-ring seals and dirt seals 
in the slots are inspected. All parts that are not up to the 
requirements are exchanged. All sounding rods and 
adapters that are to be brought to the field are also 

inspected. 
If the signals are to be transmitred by cable, this is 

pre-threaded through the rods. 
Operation ofthe electronics is checked in connec

tion with calibration. Possible safety functions in the 
pushing equipment are checked as well as any extra 
equipment such as generators . 

An estimation is made ofthe number oftests to be 
performed with pore pressure measurement and a 
corresponding number offilters are selected. These are 
checked individually by being assembled tagether with 
the tip to be used in the same test. The filters shall be 
easy to mount, have the right diameter and after the tip 
has been screwed on the filters shall be easy to rotate 
with the fingertips without being too loose. (The 
demand for easy rotation does not apply to filters 
located on the conical face ofthe tip.) Possible sharp 
edges from manufacture can be removed on a lathe or 
by file and robbing with emery. This first check ofthe 
filters is made with dry filters and those which do not 
fulfil the requirements are repairedor rejected. After 
saturation, it is too late to do anything about them. 

A checklist to be used before and during a CPT test 
project is shown in Table 2. 

This checklist should be used tagether with the 
manufacturer' s instructions forthe specific equipment 
in order to obtain good quality assurance. 

The checks listed under "Start of project" are 

normally made in the workshop, store and/or labora
tory before the equipment is taken out to the field. 

A more detailed clarification of the various points 
in the checklist is given below: 

Straightness ofsounding rods 
Before the test, the straightness ofprimarily the lower 
five rods is checked. The check is made before each test 
and special attention is paid aftertests in soft soils with 
stop in penetration against bedrock or other finn 
bottom, especially when the latter is inclined, and in 
soils containing stones or other large objects. 

W ear 
The wear and surface roughness of the tip and the 
frietian sleeve are checked before each test and a check 
is also mede ofthe relations between the diameters of 
the tip, the filter and the frietian sleeve. The much 
stricter demands on tests with pore p ressure rueasure
ments in soft, fme-grained soils than in tests without 
pore pressure measurement in sand must be observed. 

Seals 
The condition ofthe seals between the different parts 
ofthe probeshall be checked before each test. Possible 
soil particles which have intruded into slots and seals 
are removed. No significant wear ofthe seals can be 
accepted in the highertest classes . 

Calibration check andfunction check 
A calibration check of the measuring system shall be 
made before each CPT test project and regularly 
during test programmes oflong duration; at l east every 
three months. Simpler function checks can be per
formed at the site. 

Calibration check refers to a check ofthe calibra
tion of cone resistance, sleeve frietian and pore pres
sure against force transducers and p ressure transduc
ers respectively, which shall have such a precision that 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

Table 2. Checklist for a CPT test project. 

Check Time 

Start of Du ring Start of After At least every 
project project test 

Sounding rod s • 
Seals • 
Filter fit • 
Wear and •tolerances 

Calibration •check 

Safety •functions 

Function •check 

Z e ro •shift 

Verticality of 
pus h i ng 
equipment 

Rate of 
penetration 

i t can be verified that the p robe fulfils the requirements 

in the various test classes. In this check, adapters are 
used to ensure that the different parameters can be 
measured in a controHed way and without eausing 

damage to the equipment. The check can be performed 
at any place where sufficiently accurate reference 
equipment is available . In the calibration check, the 
related electronics and data logging systems to be used 
in the field shall be used in order to check the whole 
system and its sources oferrors. During application of 

force on the tip and frietian sleeve respectively, als o the 
other two parameters are read off in order to check that 
there is no interference between the measured param
eters. The date and the values measured at calibration 
are reported in a ledger w hi ch is to be kept together with 

the CPT test equipment. 
Function check refers to a simple check ofthat the 
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test 3 months 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

electronics and measuring elements are functioning 
and yield signals that are of the right level. However, 
this simple check is not intended to be used for changes 

of any calibration factors. The function check can be 
performed by checking the tip and frietian forces 
against a pressure cell or by application of a known 

load. Als o in this case, adapters are required to prevent 
damage to the equipment. Sensitive pore pressure 
transducers can be controlied by lowering the probe 

into a water filled hole, for example when pre-drilling 
through the dry crust. During the whole testing pro
gramme, the zero readings of the measuring elements 

are checked before and after each test and they shall 
remain stable. 

In the event of major damage to the probe, a new 

detailed calibration of the cone shall be made after 
repair and possible exchange ofmeasuring elements . 
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Distance to adjacent tests and boreholes 
The distance to adjacent test points should be at least 
2 metres . In cases where the tests are supplemented by 
taking disturbed samples, the CPT test is performed 
fi.rst and the sampling depths are selected with guid
ance from the test results. 

Pushing equipment 
The verticality ofthe pushing equipment is checked at 
each set-up at anewtestpoint. Possible safety arrange
ments for maximum load shall be calibrated. The rate 
ofpenetration is checked before each test. 

Filter height 
After saturation and assembly ofthe pro be, the fit of 
the filter is checked once again. Its height shall be such 
that there is no play and at the same time the filtershall 
be easyto rota te with the fingertips. This checkensures 
that the re are no unnecessary s lots and that there are no 
forces built in at assembly which can affect the meas
urements, Figure 18. 

4.12 	 Saturation of filter and 
treatment of fluids 

After the first check, the filters are saturated. In cases 
where there is a risk of encountering soil layers in 
which negative pore pressmes develop, for example 
dense sand and silt or overconsolidated day, non
saturated soil or dry crust without pre-drilling, glycer
ine is chosen. In other tests, water may be used as an 
alternative . 

When using glycerine, the dry filters are lowered 
into the fluid and treated by highvacuum for a coup le 
ofhours. Figure 19 . Alarger quantity of glycerine is 
treated in the same way. Filters and fluids arethen kept 
in airtight containers . 

When using water, the filters are hoiled for at least 
15 minutes. Filters and hoiled water arethen allowed 
to cool under airtight lids and arethen k ept in well filled 
airtight containers. In addition, a larger quantity of 
water is deaerated, for instance by using a water jet. 
Also this water is kept in an airtight container. 

Saturation of filters and fluids is normally per
formed in a store room or laboratory. 

4.13 	 Further details 
The CPT equipment includes mounting equipment for 
the filters, pre-drilling equipment and casings, possible 
cables, generator and fuel and/or batteries for power 
supply, registration papers, data cassettes or disks and 

test records, and als o cleaning equipment and vaseline 
for the probes. In areas where artesian water p ressures 
may occur, equipment for sealing the test holes should 
also be taken to the site. 

F or furthe r details and checks reference is made to 
the manufacturer' s manuals for the particular equip
ment used. 

4.2 	 TEST PERFORMANCE 
• The pusbing equipment is set up at the test point 
and aligned vertically. If required, it is arrehored or 
ballasted. Pre-drilling is performed if necessary. 
Normally, the pre-drilled hole is filled with water and 
when required a casing is used to retain the water and 
keep the hole open. Pre-drilled and water-filled holes 
can be required for adaptation ofthe probetoground 
temperature also in cases when the tests are to be 
performed from the ground surface. These holes are 
then placed a few metres away from the test point. 
• The penetration rate is set and checked tagether 
with possible load restrictions. 
• The measuring system is started and allowed to 
warm up during assembly ofthe probe. Instructions for 
handling the measuring systems are specific for each 
type of system, and more detailed guidelirres must 
therefore be sought in the manuals from the respective 
manufacturer. 

The pro be shall at all times be kept and assembled 
in such a way that extreme temperatures are avoided. 
It shall thus be protected against direct sunlight, heat 
and cold. The same applies to filters and fluids. 
• In the most common method of mounting filters 
with glycerine, the probe is turned upside-down and 
the tip is unscrewed. An average size plastic funnel is 
threaded ontheprobe with its spout downwards. The 
spout shall be cut off in such a way that it fits the 
diameter of the probe. A piece of rubber tube is pre
threaded on the spout. When the funnel is in place, the 
rubbertube is rolled down to seal againstthe p robe (the 
friction sleeve) where by the funnel becomes fixed. 
Special care must then be taken because the friction 
sleeve is notlockedin place until assembly is complete, 
Figure 20. 

Deaerated glycerine is carefully poured into the 
funnel. A syringe is used to remove all the air bu b b les 
in the cavities in the tip and the pro be, in channels and 
threads and on seals and other loose parts. The filter is 
carefully transferred from its container to the funnel 
and all parts are assembled below the surface of the 
fluid. (The containers for filter and glycerine are sealed 
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Fig. 18. General checks before a CPT test. 
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Fig. 19. Saturation of filters. 
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Slot filter 

Fig. 20. Mounting a filter. 

directly after filling with glycerine and transfer ofthe 
filter respectively.) After the tip has been screwed on, 
the fit of the filter is check ed once again so that the re 
is no play and that the filter can be easily rotated with 
the fmgertips. The glycerine in the funne! is then 
pour ed off, the rubb er tub e is roiled up on the s p out and 
the funnel is removed. The probe is then immediately 
transferred to the test point. 
• Tests from the ground surface or in pre-drilled but 
not water-filled ho les arethen started without unneces
sary delay. In water-filled hales, the probe can be 
allowed to adjust to ground temperature for a certain 
period oftime before the test is started. When the p robe 
is fitted with a temperature sensor, this is recorded and 
a check is made that the temperature has stabiiised and 
is within acceptable limits. Otherwise, the time for 
stabilisation is selected with guidance from the time it 
took for the particular pro be to stabilise in the temper
ature calibration and by readingthe various measuring 
elements and checking that the readings are stable. If 
the test is to start from the ground surface but the p robe 
needs to be stabiiised for ground temperature in a pre
drilled hole, the lower part of the probe should be 
endosed in a p lastic bag filled with glycerine during the 
stabilisation, Figure 21. 

pressure 

Fig. 21. Adaptation to ground temperature. 

• When using water in the probe and filter, different 
methods can be used at assembly . The method used at 
SGI is to unscrew the tip and put it in a bowl with 
deaerated water tagether with seals and other loose 
parts. These are carefully saturated and possible air 
bubbles are removed by using a syringe. The filter is 
then transferred to the bowl. The containers for water 
and filters are sealed without unnecessary delay. The 
probe is turned upside-down and its cavities and 
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charmels are saturated and then sealed by a m b ber ball 
being press ed against the lower end ofthe p robe. In this 
condition, the probe is turned and its lower part is 
lowered below the water surface in the bowl. The 
robber ball is taken away and the cone is assembled 
with its lower part under water, Figure 20. 

The lower part of the p robe is kept under water. 
First, the fit of the filter is checked and then a plastic 
bag is filled with water and threaded onto the lowerpart 
ofthe cone. The probe is transferred to the pre-drilled 
and water-filled hole with its lower end inside the 
water-filled bag. When the tip is well below the water 
surface in the hole, the bag is pulled upwards and torn 
apart. The entire assembly and transfer operation is 
thus performed under water and there is no possibility 
of air entering the system. 

This method can als o be used for glycerine but then 
there is no need for a plastic bag after assembly . 

Saturation and assembly are often the critical phase 
w hi ch decides w hether the result ofthe test is satisfac
tory. Very great care must therefore be taken in every 
step ; deaeration of filters and fluids, transport and 
storage, assembly in the field and use only ofdeaerated 
fluids kept m airtight containers which are carefully 
sealed directly after use. 

Assembly in the field is often difficult and demand
ing, especially in bad weather and lighting conditions. 
Special aids in the form of mounting cylinders, which 
can be threaded onto the p robe and in which a vacuum 
can be applied to the filter, fluid and the lower part of 
the p robe at various stages ofassembly are being tried 
out but are not yet in general use . 
• Another method, which is intended to make the 
procedure easier, is to re place the porous filter by a thin 
stot. Here too , a careful saturation is required. This is 
achieved in the following way. The conical tip is 
unscrewed and the s p out ofa grease tu be is inserted in 
the hole at the back ofthe tip. Grease is pressed in until 
it fills all the cavities in the tip. The spout is retracted 
while grease is still being p ressed out ofthe tub e sothat 
the tip is completely filled. The p robe is turned up side
down and the cavity at the pore pressure transducer is 
filled withdeaerated water, whereupon thetip is screwed 
on. The surplus grease, which is pressed out when the 
tip is screwed on, is wiped offand the p robe is read y for 
use, Figure 20. 

As previously mentioned, this method leads to extra 
uncertainty in the measurements. On the other hand, 
assembly and handling are facilitated and the possibil
ity ofmaintaining saturation in stiff and non-saturated 

soil is relatively good. The usefulness of the method 
must therefore be judged from case to case with regard 
to the requirements on accuracy and the particular soil 
profile. 

When planning a CPT testing project, it must be 
remembered that the preparations before the test, 
especially when pore pressures are to be measured, 
normallytake longerthan the testitself. The exceptions 
are very deep tests and tests with intermptions for 
various special tests. 
• The temperature of the pro be when taking zero 
readings should preferably be equal to the ground 
temperature, which in Sweden a verages 7-8 oc; a 
coup le of degrees higher in the southem part and 3
4 oc in the northem parts ofthe country. For practical 
reasons , the temperature ofthe probe must be allowed 
to deviate about ± 5 °C from the guiding values for 
probes with good temperature stability. 

After stabilisation of the probe temperature (and 
allowing time for warming up the dectronies in the 
pro be) the zero readings for the measuring elements 
before the test are taken. The probe should then be 
freely suspended. In case the zero readings are taken 
when the probe is submerged in a water-filled hole, a 
no te has to be made ofhow far below the surface the tip 
is located at the zero reading. In a corresponding way, 
the level of the tip below the ground surface when 
taking the zero reading of the depth recorder is noted, 
Fig ure 22. 
• The penetration is performed at a eonstant rate of 
20 mm/s. Stops for adding of new sounding rods and 
re-clutching the pushing equipment are performed 
without unnecessary delay. 

o 

IJ 

Fig. 22. Taking of zero readings below 
the water surface. 
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When a stop in penetration occurs because ofa pre
set restriction in pushing force, the cone resistance at 
the stop is read off (ifpossible). If it then appears that 
the load on the tip is far from a critical value and that 
the stop occurred because ofexcessive rod friction, the 
pushing force can be increased. 

During penetration, the curves for cone resistance, 
sleeve frietian and pore pressure versus depth are 
studied in order to ensure that everything is working 
properl y .*) A preliminary estimation of soil types can 

als o be made, to gether with a judgement of possible 
problems and measures, to improve the quality of the 
results, (for example increased pre-drilling, alternative 
filter location or change ofprobe). 
• Special tests with interruptions for excess pore 
pressure dissipation in different layers or seismic 
tests are normally carried out in separate CPT tests. 
For some equipment, there are reading routines where 
recording ofthe pore p ressure dissipation starts auto
matically each time the penetration is interrupted. In 
these cases, shorter stops of 5 - l Ominutes may be 
included in the ordinary tests. 
• In the subsequent evaluation ofthe test results, it is 
necessary to know the in situ pore pressure. It is 
therefore ofgreat value ifthe equalised pore pressures 
can be read off in more permeable layers during the 
CPT test. Otherwise, supplementary pore pressure 
observations are required. All tests which are stopped 
at firm bottom or in coarse soil should therefore be 
concluded with a reading of the pore pressure versus 
time for a few minutes to ascertain whether the soil is 

so permeable that the pore pressure equalisation is 
rapid and a stab le, equalised measure ofthe in situ pore 
pressure can be obtained. This can be done relatively 
easily even ifsuch a reading routine is not provided for 
the particular equipment. Corresponding measure
ments of in situ pore p ressures can also be made in 
other permeable layers. 
• The depth at stop of penetration is also recorded 
manually, knowing the length ofthe probe, the length 
of the added sounding rods and the part of these 
remaining above the ground . 
• The probe is then retracted. Directly after it has 
been taken up and before there is a change in the 

* Alternatively, this is performed directly after each test. 

temperature ofthe probe, the zero values after the test 
are read off. It should then be observed that large 
negative pore pressures are often created at retraction 
of the pro be, and these remain in the pore p ressure 
measuring system afterwards . The zero readings 
after the test should therefore be taken both directly 
afterthe p robe has been retracted and thetip unscrewed 
so that possible negative pressures have been equal
ised. 

Possible exceptional wear is checked and noted. 
Before each new test, the filter is replaced with a 

new one and the probe saturated and assembled as 
described earlier. Slots and seals are inspected and 
cleaned. 
• Afterthe test, the waterlevelin the hole is studied. 
When artesian w ater flows out ofthe hole, this must be 
sealed . This can be done by pushing a long casing into 
the hole and subsequently filling the ho le with swelling 
bentonite pellets during retraction ofthe casing. When 
the flow ofwater has been stopp ed, the ho le normall y 
closes itselfwith time atgreater depths. However, it is 
very essential to stop the water flow very quickly since 
the damage can otherwise be considerable. 

In more normal ground water conditions, the free 
water level which developes in the ho les after a time is 
studied and noted. 
• Directly afterthetest, all thenecessary information 
and observations made are noted in a record, Fig

ure 2 3, and the test point is levelied and its coordinates 
measured. A summary ofthe different phases duringa 
CPTtest and after its completion is given inFigure 24 . 
• Supplementary p o re pressure measurements by 
installation of filter tips should be started as soon as 
possible, preferably so early that they are stabiiised 
within the time for the other tests in the investigation. 
They should be placed in such a way that they are 
unaffected by the other tests. 
• Possible sampling in connectionwith the CPT tests 
is performed after the penetration tests . 
• The p robe shall be disassembled and cleaned after 
each CPT testing project and at the end of each 
working day. O-rings and seals are inspected and 
smeared with Vaseline and any moisture is dried out 
befaretheprobe is reassembled. Dryingmay onlytake 
place at room temperature, not by heating. 

The probe is subjected to a calibration check after 
each project. When the time interval between the 
projects is short, this calibration check can be included 
in the preparations prior to the next project. 
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--------------------------
--------------------------

--------------------------

--------------------------
--------------------------

RECORD OF CPT TEST 


Test site_________ Date___________ 

Projeet No.________ Test point No. _______ 

Operator_____________ 

Pre-drillin,o-------- m Free ground water level,_____ m 

Probe type.________ Probe No. __________ 


Calibration date._______ 


Filter type ________ Fluid used __________ 


Seleeted measuring range eone resistanee ______ O kPa OMPa 
pore pressure _______ O kPa OMPa 
sleeve frietian ______ O kPa OMPa 

Seales 	 eone resistanee ______ O kPa/em O MPa/em 
pore pressure ______ O kPa/em O MPa/em 
sleeve frietian ______ O kPa/em O MPa/em 

before after 
Zero reading 

eone resistanee _________ 
pore pressure _________ 
sleeve frietian _________ 

Measured depth at stop of penetration._______ m 

Observations and remarks _______________________ 

Fig. 23. Example of a record of CPT tests. 
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e) Check of exceptional wear f) 	Levelling/measurement g) Record 
of co-ordinates 

Fig. 24. Performance of a CPT test. 
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4.3 SPECIAL PROBLEMs 
Problems in CPT tests on land are most often related 
to pore pressure measurements in stiff, non-saturated 
or overconsolidated soil. The difficulty here is to 
maintain the saturation in the p o re p ressure measuring 
system and to obtain relevant measurements ofthe por e 
pressure. 

In cases where the problems are limited to the dry 
crust, they can be avoided by pre-drilling through the 
crust. It is then often advisable to start the test pro
gramme with a test from the ground surface using a 
probe with high load capacity. The results yield infor
mation on the stratigraphy, the penetration resistance 
and the thickness ofthe dry crust. The required depth 
of pre-drilling can then be determined on the basis of 
tllis infonnation. Ifseveral probes with different meas
uring ranges are available, the most suitable p robe can 
als o be selected. When testing through the dry crust, it 
should be observed that in those cases where the 
saturation has been lost, the measured pore p ressure in 
the underlying soil layers is not relevant. Measured 
values ofab out the right size arethen often obtained at 
about 5 m below the free ground water leve!, but the 
response and the accuracy ofthe measurements remain 
in question. 

In tests in very soft so ils , pre-drilling oftenhas to be 
performed in order to avoid the !arge forces that occur 
in the dry crust, w hi ch otherwise will create zero shifts 
and hysteresis effects , reducing the accuracy of the 
measurements in the underlying soft layers. When 
using very sensitive special probes and/or applying 
load restrictions for specially calibrated measuring 
ranges, the maximum permitled load is also often 
exceeded in the dry crust. 

Problems with negative pore pressmes at larger 
depths can be deal t with by a mo re elaborate saturation 
teclmique or possibly by using a slot filter with grease 
or altematively by using tips with the filter placed on 
the conical face ofthe tip. With this filter location, the 
generated pore pressmes are almost always positive 
and it is also often possible to obtain a more detailed 
picture of the stratification. On the other hand, the 
measured values ofcone resistance and sleeve frietian 
cannot then be corrected to full y relevant values. Tests 
with the filterplacedon the conical face of the tip are 
therefore performed as supplements to tests with the 
normal configuration of the probe. Supplementary 
tests with the filter located on the conical face ofthe tip 
are ofgreat value for evaluation of the soil properties 
also in fully saturated soils without problems with the 

pore pressure measurements. 
Tests in gyttja and arganie cla ys can involve special 

problems. This type of soil often contains both sheils 
and gases and has shown to be especially prone to 
clogging filters. In these soils, it is recommended that 
glycerine be used for saturation of filters and pore 
pressure measuring systems. 
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CHAPTER s. 

Data processing and reporting of test results 


5.1 PARAMETERs FOR EVALUATlON 
The basic parameters obtained from a CPT test are: 
• 	 Total cone resistance, qT 
• 	 Total sleeve friction, fT 
• 	 Total pore pressure, u 

In order to obtain the bas i c parameters q T and fT, the 
pore pressure has to be measured at the b ase of the 
conical tip between the tip and the frietian sleeve and 
the measured values of cone resistance and sleeve 
frietian corrected for this. In the literature, a number of 
empirical earrelations have been suggested to enable 
the use also ofpore p ressures measured on the conical 
face of the tip for correction of cone resistance and 
sleeve friction. However, these can be grossly mislead
ing and should not be used. 

Since the pore pressure varies strongly depending 
on where along the probe it is measured, the designa
tians u (and ~u) should only be used for por e pressures 
measured at the normal filter position. The pore pres
sure measured half-way up on the conical face ofthetip 
constitutes a fourth basic parameter which can be 
obtained from supplementary CPT tests and should be 
defined as 
• 	 Total pore pressure at the conical face of the tip, 

UFACE 

F or interpretation ofthe results , the following basic 
parameters are also required : 
• 	 Initial in situ pore pressure, u0 

• 	 Initial vertical stress in situ, crvo (calculated from 
the density of the soil) 

The initial pore p ressure is estimated from observa
tions ofthe free ground water leveland equalised pore 
pressures measured in more permeable layers at tem
porary stops in the penetration test. Ifthe latter values 
are missing, supplementary pore pressure measure
ments must be made at a number oflevels. 

The initial vertical stress in situ is estimated by 
using the density ofthe soil. This estimation can often 
be made using the classification of soil type and 
stiffness obtained from the test results to estimate an 
approximate density. In day and arganie soil, an 
accurate evaluation ofthe test results requires sam p les 
to be taken for determination ofthe liquid limit, w L. A 
more accurate determination ofthe density can also be 
made from these samples. In the basic parameters 
required for interpretation ofCPT tests in fme-grained 
soil, the following can therefore indirectly be included 
• 	 Liquid limit, wL 

In more coarse-grained soils, the interpretation of 
the CPT test can be improved by parallel dilatometer 
tests . The latter tests provide a paraHel so il classifica
tio n, a good estimation ofthe d ensity and an estimation 
ofthe coefficient of earth pressure K0 as supplements 
to the bas i c CPT-parameters. The coefficient of earth 
pressure can also to a certain extent be considered as 
abasic parameter for mainly coarse soils. 

Secondary parameters for interpretation 
Different relations between the basic parameters are 
used for interpretation ofthetest results . For a prelim
inary interpretation the following parameters are often 
u sed 
• 	 ~u= u- u0 

and ~uFACE = uFACE- u0 respectively 

• 	 Frietian ratio Rr = (f-fqT) l 00, % 

• 	 Differential pore pressure ratio DPPR = ~u/qT 
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5.2 DATA PROCESSING 
The read offvalues ofthe parameters arepresentedon 
a plotter in the field for checking and preliminary 
evaluation. At the same time, they are stored in a 
memory for further processing, presentation and inter
pretation in the office. In order to reduce the required 
storage space, a certain selection and reduction can be 
made in the field. In test classes CPT2 and CPT3, the 
pore pressure should be recorded as frequently as 
possible, preferably at every 5 - l O mm ofpenetration 
and all measured values should be stored without being 
processedin any way. For cone resistance and sleeve 
friction, it is sufficient if values are stored at about 
every 50 mm of depth. Preferably, averages of the 
measured values over the depth interval should be 
stored. 

The recorded depth ofpenetrationshall be control
led against the manual measurement at termination of 
the penetration. In the event ofsignificant differences, 
the operator' s nates and the field plot of the data are 
studied in order to find out ifthe error has occurred at 
a certain level or gradually, where this is possible. In 
the first case, the recorded depths below the errorlevel 
are adjusted by a eonstant value and in the other case, 
all the recorded depth values are multiplied by a 
correction factor to make the recorded depth match the 
manuall y measured depth. Smaller errors, in the order 
of ± l %, can for example be created because of 
temperature effects in same depth recording units. 

The zero values read offbefore the start ofthe test 
shall be corrected for possible water pressure acting on 
the pro be when the zero reading was taken. Ifthe pro be 
is submerged in water, for example in a pre-drilled 
water-filled hale, it is affected by a certain water 
pressure at the zero reading which als o affects the zero 
values read off. This applies foremost to the pore 
pressure but also to the cone resistance and the sleeve 
frietian in various degrees, depending on the design of 
the probe. These corrected zero values shall be cam
pared to the zero readings read off after retraction of 
the probe aft:er the test. 

Ifsignificant differences have occurred, these shall 
be analysed. The most common cause of zero shifts is 
large loads at the termination ofthe test when no load 
restriction has been applied . Terminatian of the test 
because ofdetleetian and large inclination is also often 
a cause for zero shifts. Ifthe zero shift can be traced to 
the end of the test, the measured values are used 
without correction. Ifthe zero shift can be traced to a 
certain level where very high loads occurred, for 

example in a very stiff dry crust or when passing a very 
stiffla yer or a ston e, the first zero values are u sed down 
to this level, below which the latter zero values are 
used. 

Ifno logical explanation can be found , an analysis 
should be made of possible temperature effects and 
with guidance from this the averages ofthe zero values 
before and after the test or altematively gradual 
transitions between these are used, provided that the 
zero shifts are moderate. 

In the event of large zero shifts which cannot be 
deduced with certainty, the testshall be repeated . Als o 
in other cases where the corrections have been of such 
a size that they have significantl y affected the interpre
tation, the results should be treated with eautian and 
the tests should be supplemented. 

In the following presentation, all measured values 
of pore pressure are plotted versus depth in order to 
obtain as high a resolution as possible. The measured 
values of cone resistance and sleeve frietian are cor
rected according to calibration data and the pore 
pressures that were read offsimultaneausly with these 
data respectively. Ifthe values of cone resistance and 
sleeve frietian have been averaged for certain depth 
intervals, a corresponding averaging has to be made 
for the pore pressures measured simultaneausly in the 
particular depth intervals before the correctionis made . 

At insertian of pore pressure, sleeve frietian and 
cone resistance in the formulas for calculation of the 
parameters~ and DPPR, averages are also used for 
the corresponding depth in tervals . However, in this 
averaging and also in earrelation of the different 
parameters to penetration depth, it has to be o b served 
that the parameters are measured at different locations 
along the probe. In relation to the extreme apex of a 
new tip on the probe, the cone resistance is measured 
about 21 mm higher, the pore pressure is measured 
ab out 3 8 mm higher and the sleeve frietian ab out 
11 O mm higher (and the por e p ressure at mid-height of 
the conical face ab out 16 mm high er). The penetration 
depths which are recorded simultaneausly with the 
readings ofthe respective parameters therefore have to 
be recalculated with regard to the location where the 
parameter was measured. This is done after the correc
tion of cone resistance and sleeve frietian for related 
pore pressures has been performed. 

The results can then be plotted and presented, and 
a further interpretation made . The latter can be done 
manuall y or with the aid ofinterpretation programmes 
which are normally PC-based. 
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5.3 GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION 
The test results are presented as curves for the basic 
parameters q T, fT and u versus depth. 

Uncorrected values of qc and ( must not be 
presented without el ear information that they repre
sent uncorrected values which cannot be used for 
interpretation, except for those special cases in 
which the influence of the pore pressmes is not 
significant, (i.e. mainly in sands) . 

As support for a prelirninary manual assessment 
and interpretation, curves for u0, Liu, Rr and DPPR 

(and possibly measurements of LiuFACE) versus depth 
are presented. 

The Swedish recommended standard for CPT tests 
(and also the international recommendation) specifles 
that the presentation shall be made with the following 
relations between the scales: 

Depth- qT l m-2MPa 

Depth- fT l m- 50 kPa 

Depth- u l m- 20 kPa 

This is adjusted to results in coarser soils and is not 
very useful in fine-grairred soils. However, it is a good 
rule always to make an initial presentation of the 
results in these scales in order to obtain a unified 
picture ofthe relative stiffness ofthe soil and thenmake 
an additional more detailed presentation ofall param
eters in scales w hi ch are selected with consideration to 
the measured values in the particular test, Figure 25. 

In this latter presentation, the parameters u0, Liu, Rr 
andDPPR (and possiblymeasurements ofLiuFACE) are 
also plotted versus depth. They are plotted with the 

following relations between the scales: 

Depth- Rr l m-2% 

Depth- DPPR l m- 0.5 

If inclinometers and/or temperature sensors have 
been recorded, the readings from these shall also be 
presented versus depth. 

In the report, information shall also be given on: 
- Test area 

Operator 
- Date 

- Designatian of the test point 
- Location and leve l of the test point 
- Reference level 
- Free ground water level 
- Pore pressure observations 

- Depth of pre-drilling 

- Information on the pre-drilled material 
- In tests from the bottom ofexcavations, the depth of 

the excavation and the nature of the excavated 
material should also be specifled 

- Typ e and make of the equipment 
- Probe number, location of filter element and meas

unng ranges 
- Date of last calibration 
- Area factors 
- Typ e offluid in the pore p ressure measuring system 

- Possible longer interruptions in penetration for 
performance of special tests (type seismic tests or 
pore p ressure dissipation tests) 

- All observations made by the operator during and 
after the test regarding indications of presence of 

stones, sounds from the rads , disturbances which 
may affect the results, bentrads or joints , excessive 
wear of the probe or significant zero shifts. 

- Differences in zero values before and after the tests 
are given in kPa. Significant differences in the 
calibrations before and after the time for the test 
shall also be stated, as weil as errors in the depth 
registration. 

- Ifsignificant zero shifts have occurred, information 
shall be given on how these have been handled in 
processing and presentation of the data. 

The Field Committee of the Swedish Geotechnical 

Society recommends that completed CPT tests be 
represented by the following symbol on the plans for 

the field investigations: ~ 

5.4 FURTHER PROCESSING OF DATA 
In the further processing of the data, these nonnally 
have to be filtered and averaged. The filtering is 
performed in such a way that measured values which 
are not relevant are excluded. Examples of such data 
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Fig. 25. 	 Presentation of results from a CPT test 
a) presentation with scales according to recommended standard 
b) detailed presentation with selected scales 
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CPT-test 

File name : EXEMPEL2.CPT 

Test area Hybo Banverket 
Operator K. Hidsjö 
Date 92-01-19 
Designatian 199H5 
Location/level: +0,53 
Ref. level vattenyta 

Ground vater level 0.00 m. b. vattenyta 
Predrilling depth 0.9 m. b. vattenyta 
start depth 0.90 m. b. vattenyta 
stop depth 17.45 m. b. vattenyta 
Predrilled material Vatten 
Equipment Geotech 
stops in sounding 

Observations 

Geometry Normal filter position 
P Press. measurement Yes 
P Press. at zero reading 0.00 kPa 
Fluid in P Press. system Glycerin 

Pore pressure observations Hydrastatic from G.W.L 

Calibration data cone 3087 Calibrated 89-10-02 
Area factor a: 0.580 b: 0.014 
Internal friction Oc: 8.000 Of: 1.000 
Cross talk el: 0.001 c2: 0.001 

Scale factors and measur i ng ranges [MPa] 
Pore pressure Friction Tip resistance 
Range Factor Range Factor Range Factor 

1.00 2756 0.10 1148 20.00 3150 

Zeor reading Before Af ter Di f f Correction 
Pore pressure 112.50 112 .50 O. 00 [kPa) No 
Friction 27.01 27.43 0.43 [kPa) Average before/after 
Tip resistance 1968.63 1984 .13 15.50 [kPa) Average before/after 

Depth correction : No 

Sampling : 2 levels 
From To Density L limit Classification 

0.00 0.90 l. 00 0.00 Ex c 
0.90 1.10 2.00 0 . 00 Sa Med 

Boundaries between layers 11 levels 
6.05 6.70 7.00 7.45 8.80 9.10 11.40 14.80 

16.00 16.50 17.00 

Irrelevant measurements : not given 

Fig. 25 (continued) 
c) example of a report 
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are relatively low values of cone resistance and pore 
p ressure and high values of sleeve friction respective
ly, which are measured directly at restart ofthe pene
tration after an interruption for adding ofnew sounding 
rods and re-clutching the pusbing equipment. Other 
examples of irrelevant peaks are values w hen passing 
sheils and other coarse particles in clay profiles. The 
averaging is performed in order to make the informa
tion manageable and relevant. 

Before this is done, the presented curves for q P fT, 
u , lm, Rfand D PPR shall be studied. Depths ofborders 
between significant seams and layers are identified and 
mar ked. Possible depth intervals in which the rueasure
ments are considered as unreliable or insignificant are 
als o identified and marked (for example depth in tervals 
where the pore pressure measurements are erroneous 
because ofloss of saturation). 

F or very thin layers, a classification and interpreta
tion of the soil and its properties has to be performed 
manuall y . In order to obtain an interpretation by using 
a computer programme, relevant measured values of 
cone resistance, pore pressure and sleeve friction are 
required. However, in order to obtain relevant meas
ured values of cone resistance and sleeve friction, the 
layer has to have a certain minimum thickness (0.2
0 .7 m) . Much thinner seams and layers can be detected 
and classified by studies of the generated pore pres
sures in the profile and by relating possible variations 
to tendencies for changes in cone resistance and sleeve 
friction at the corresponding levels and by als o relating 
them to results from samplings and corresponding 
generated pore pressures at adjacent test points . This 
type of interpretation can only be made manually, 
preferably before any computer aided interpretation. 

In filtering and averaging, the so il profile is divided 
in to depth intervals of O. 2 m as a suggestion. However, 
these intervals are not allowed to pass a pre-marked 
border between layers, but in this case the pre-marked 
leve l should constitute the lo we r limit of this interval 
and the upper limit of the next. For each interval, the 
corrected parameters within its limits are collected. If 
a border ofthe in terval consists ofa pre-marked border 
between layers, the values on this border are excluded . 
Otherwise, the values on the borders ofthe in tervals are 
included in the data for both the overlying and the 
underlying intervals . 

First, the averages of the parameters within the 
intervals are calculated and then the standard devia
tions . All values that differ more from the averages 
than the standard deviations are filtered out and then 

new averages are calculated. 
These averages are then used for classification of 

the soil within the respective intervals and for interpre
tation of its various properties. This process should 
also specifythe intervals in which possible parameters 
have been included in the evaluation, which have been 
considered as unreliable. 
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CHAPTER 6. 


Evaluatian of stratigraphy and classification of soil 


STRATIGRAPHY 
Cone resistance is a measure of the stiffness and 
variation of the soil. The regularity of the curve for 
cone resistance versus depth is also a measure of the 
grain size ofthe soil. The resolution is relatively good 
for fine-grained soils up to the gravel fraction, where 
the curves become so irregularthatthey are difficultto 
evaluate. In very stratified soils, the possibility of 
interpreting the stiffness in separate layers is limited. 
The cone resistance is affected bythe properties in both 
overlying and underlying soils to a distance equal to 
5 - 20 diameters of the probe . A stifflayer embedded 
in soft soil should be O .4 - O. 7 m thick if its properties 
are to be registered to the full extent. Soft layers in 
stiffer so il should be O. 2 - O. 4 m thick in order to yield 
aregistration of a relevant cone resistance. 

The sleeve frietio n is , among other things , a meas
ure ofthe harizontal pressurethat develops during the 
penetration and isthus affected by the type of soil and 
its overconsolidation ratio. The transitions between 
different types ofsoil are primarily signified by chang
es in the relation between the sleeve frietian and the 
cone resistance, which is normally expressed by the 

frietian ratio Rr = fJqT. 
The registered pore pressures are representative 

for the soil at the level ofmeasurement and very thin 
layers can thereby often be registered . The relation 
between the excess pore pressure and the cone resist
ance, DPPR = ~u/qT> is an indication ofwhat type of 
soil is penetrated and in day, the generated pore 
pressure is also a measure of the undramed shear 
strength. The interpretation is complicated by the fact 
that als o other f actors and primarilythe overconsolida
tion ratio also affect the pore pressure. It is also 
dependent on the location ofthe filter on the pro be. The 
limitation in its resolution mainly dep.ends on the 
frequency of reading and whether the pore pressure 
measuring system can be kept fully saturated. 

Problems in the interpretation can occur in non

saturated soil, in multi-graded soil and in overconsol
idated soil, as weil as in the occurrence of stones or 
shells, for example, in day profiles. The interpretation 
and evaluation in fine-grained soils are facilitated by 
paraHel tests with the filter located on the conical fac e 
ofthe tip. Shorter interruptionsin the penetration for 
studies ofthe por e pressure dissipation on levels w hi ch 
are difficult to interpret can also be helpful, Figure 26. 

In the assessment of thin layers of coarser so il in 
day, which in some aspects can be very important, also 
the results of tests in adjacent test points should be 
studiedin order to verifYthe existence and extent ofthe 
layer. Also thick layers canproveto be locally embed
ded lenses or to be ofhighly varying thickness. 

SOIL CLASSIFICATION 
In the tests, cone resistance, sleeve frietian and pore 
pressure are normall y measured. Since a large number 
of factors affect the results, no unambiguous soil 
dassification can be made on the basis ofthe se param
eters alone ; instead, supplementary data are required. 
These mainly consist ofa measurement of the natural 
pore pressure profile in situ, sampling, further meas
ured parameters or paraHel tests with other methods . 
The properties ofthe so il affect the results ofthe CPT
tests in the following ways, among others : 

Cone resistance 
• 	 The coarser soil, the higher the cone resistance 
• 	 The higher the in situ harizontal stress , the higher 

the cone resistance 
• 	 The higher the degree of campaction or the denser 

the material respectively, the higher the cone resist
ance 

• 	 The higher the overconsolidation ratio , the higher 
the cone resistance 

Sleeve friction 
• 	 The coarser the soil, the lower the frietian ratio 
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Fig. 26. 	 Classification of the drainage properties in soil with the aid of shorter pore pressure 
dissipation tests. (Remaining excess pore pressures are expressed in relation to the 
maximum excess pore pressure when stopping of the penetration. From SGI Report 
No. 42 (Larsson and Mulabdic 1991 ). 

• 	 The denser the friction soil, the lower friction ratio • The coarser the material, the lower the pore pres
• 	 The higher the sensitivity, the lower the friction sure ratio 

ra tio • The higher the overconsolidation ratio, the greater 
• 	 The higher the overconsolidation ratio in cohesive the difference between pore pressures measured on 

soil, the higher the friction ratio and above the conical face of the tip respectively 
• The more fine-grained the soil, the longer the time 

Pore pressure required for excess pore pressure dissipation 

• 	 The mo re fine-grained the so il, the higher the pore 
p ressure As is apparent from the statements above, an 

• 	 The higher the undrained shear strength, the higher unambiguous classification cannot be made fromthese 

the pore pressure often ambiguous relations, hut the parameters are 
• 	 The denser the friction soil, the lower the pore nevertheless often used for a preliminary classifica

pressure (applies mainly to the normal filter loca tion ofthe so il. In addition to the measured parameters 

tion) in the test, the foremost supplement required is then a 
• 	 The higher the overconsolidation ratio, the lower measurement ofthe initial pore pressure profile. Nor

the pore pressure (applies mainly to the normal mally, use is made ofone (or several) ofthe classifica

filter location) tion charts, which have been produced empirically on 
• 	 The higher the sensitivity, the higher the pore the basis of, for example, the way in which the relation 

p ressure between cone resistance and friction ratio normally 
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varies with the typ e ofsoil. The evaluation ofsoil typ e 
made in this way can then be checked by comparison 
with a corresponding evaluation using as a basis the 
normal variation between pore pressure ratio and cone 
resistance with soil type . Often, especially in even
grairred soils and pure clays , the classifications are in 
agreement, but in other cases conflicting classifica
tions may be obtained. The soil classification must 
then be made more elaborate and, if possible, more 
bases for forming an estimate have to be utilised. A 
preliminary classification can be made as follows : 

All known val u e s ofthe density ofthe different so il 
layers are used to calculate the variation of the total 
overburden p ressure with depth. The effective vertical 
stress isthen calculated u sing the measured in s itu por e 
p ressures. If values of the density from s amples are 
rnissing, values from paraHel dilatometer tests, for 
ex ample, can be used . On levels or in entire profiles 
where determinations of the density are rnissing , an 
empirical estimation of the density has to be made in 
paraHel with the classification of the soil. 

In the uppermost layers of dry crust or fill, an 
estimated density is applied. The total and effective 
vertical stresses are then calculated in the underlying 
depth intervals , which are normally given thicknesses 
of O. 2 m. The density in the particular in terval is given 
as the determined density or, when this is rnissing, as 
the density in the adjacent overlying soil. 

The parameters (qT- crv0)/cr 'voand f/(qT- crv0) are 
calculated for the interval and the principal character 
of the soil is estimated by using the diagram in Fig
ure 27. 

In depth intervals where a previous better classifi
cation is rnissing, the division in to sand, sil t and more 
fine-grained soil is thus mainly made on the basis of 
the relation between the cone resistance and the normal 
in situ stress condition and the developed sleeve fric
tian in relation to this cone resistance. In soft clay, the 
measured sleeve frietian is very small and relatively 
unreliable, but in overconsolidated clay, where the 
cone resistance may be of the same size as for soft 
coarser soil, the measured values normally become 
larger and more reliable. Possible uncertainties in the 
measurements of sleeve frietian usually have a rela
tivelysmall influence on this division. The main excep
tions are highly sensitive clays and/or silty clays. In 
these soils, the sleeve frietian may be very low at the 
same time as the measured stiffuess in relation to the 
overburden p ressure places the soil in the region for silt 
in the diagraminFigure 27. However, these soils often 

developed very high pore pressmes in the tests and a 
check of whether the factor Bq [=~u/(qT - crv0)] is 
higher or lower than O.6 can be used to judge whether 
the soil should be classified as silt or clay. 

In cases where the soil in the interval is classified as 
sand or silt, its stiffuess is also classified and, if 
stiffness values are missing, its density is calculated by 
using the same diagram . The classification ofstiffuess 
in coarser soil was previously normall y made only on 
the basis ofthe cone resistance qT or altematively the 
net cone resistance (qT- crv0). This has been shown to 
result in a gradual change in the classification with 
depth as the vertical stress and, to an even higher 
degree, the cone resistance increases. The classifica
tion according to the normalised net cone resistance 
(qT- crv0)/cr 'vois more correct from this point of view , 
bu t the empirical experience is samewhat mor e limit ed. 
The limits for the various sub-designations with re
spect mainly to the denseness of sand and silt are 
therefore preliminary. However, the borderline be
tween silt and "clay and arganie soil" can be consid
ered to be well established . 

The normalisation through division by the effective 
vertical stress can introduce a source of error in 
superficiallayers where the vertical stresses are low . A 
check must therefore be made so that the net cone 
resistance is ~ 1.5 MPa ifthe soil is to be classified as 
a sand and ~ 500 kPa to be classified as silt. A check 
must also be made so that the net cone resistance is 
greater than 20 MPa if a sand is to be designated as 
very dense, greater than l OMPa to be designated as 
dense, greaterthan 5 MPa to be designated as medium 
dense and greaterthan 2.5 MPa to be designatedas 
loose . The corresponding limits for silt are 10, 5, 2.5 
and 1.0 MPa. 

The lirnits between the different group s of soil are 
furthermore not distinct and apply in princip le only to 
even-grained soils. For example, soils whose parame
ters plot near the border between sand and sil t can thus 
consist of silt, sandy silt, silty sand or sand. Corre
spondingly, materials whose parameters fall within the 
silt region but are close to the border with cohesive 
soils can often be clayey . More multi-graded materials 
such as clayey sand or fine-grained till will probably 
fall within the regions for siltorday depending on their 
day content The fact that the certainty and resolution 
in the soil classification based on CPT tests is limited 
has led to a preference to assign this classification to 
"type of soil behaviour from a geotechnical point of 
view" rather than to classification with respect to grain 
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Fig. 27. Diagram for evaluation of silt and sand and separation of cohesive soil. Numbers in 
braekets represent estimated water saturated density of the soil in t/m 3

• 

size distribution. Because ofthe camplex influence of 
different factors on the measured parameters, this 
simple division based only on cone resistance and 
sleeve frietian should not be made without a paraHel 
check ofthe generated pore p res sures. Otherwise, there 
is a considerable risk of, for example, a layer where 
relatively high pore pressures are developed being 
classified as pure sand only because the so il is als o stiff 
and the frietian ratio is low. 

In those cases where the so il has been classified as 
"day and organic soil" in the first diagram or after 
further checks on this have been specifled at an earlier 
stage, the classification process proceeds with the 

The CPT test 

special classification charts for this type ofsoil. These 
charts are based on the parameters net cone resistance 
(qT - C\0) and Bq = L'lu/(qT - crv0). Parameter Bq is 
calculated first. 

In the diagram in Figure 28, the soil is divided inta 
five main groups: 
• 	 Heavily overconsolidated clay 
• 	 Overconsolidated or very silty clay 
• 	 Normally consolidated clay or slightly overconsol

idated silty clay 
• 	 Normally consolidated silty clay and/or highly 

sensitive clay 
• 	 Normally consolidated gyttja or arganie clay 
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Fig. 28. Classification chart for clay and arganie soil. 

The designation normally consolidated refers to 
overconsolidation ratio OCR l - l . 5, overconsolidated 
to OCR l.5 - l Oand heavily overconsolidated refers to 
OCR > l Oin accordance with the Swedish dassifica
tion system. 

The soil in the groups is also summarily dassified 
with respect to the undramed shear strength as very 
soft, soft, medium stiff, stiff or very stiff. This division 
is preliminary because the relation between the net 
cone resistance and the shear strength depends among 
other things on the consistency limits ofthe soil. After 
a more careful evaluation of the undramed shear 
strength, the sub-designations with respect to the und
ramedshear strength should be adjusted according to: 

Undrained 
Shear strength 

kPa 

< 12,S 

12,S- 2S 

2S- so 
so -l 00 

>100 

Designation 

Very sofy 

Soft 

Medium stiff 

Stiff 

Very stiff 

In this dassification, it is not possible to distinguish 
normally consolidated gyttja and organic soil from 
overconsolidated soft day and these fall inta the same 
group . Overconsolidated gyttja will mainly be dassi
fled as day. 

In cases where density values are missing in the 
interval, a relevant chart for estimation of density is 
used, Fi g ure 29. The borders between different d ensity 
group s mainly coincide with the borders in the preced
ing chart, but certain modifications have been made 
based on the empirical data base. 

After completion of the process of dassification 
and possible estimation ofdensity in the first interval, 
the process is repeated in the next interval with inser
tian ofknown or estimated density in the now oveflying 
interval. In extreme cases, the effective stresses in 
superficiallayers calculated with assumed and evalu
ated density in the interval respectively can differ so 
much that the evaluation is affected . This should be 
checked and if this is the case, the process must be 
repeated with insertian ofthe new estimated density for 
the particular interval. 

The main purpose ofthe CPT test is not to dassify 
the so il but to darify the stratification and the bo und-
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Fig. 29. Chart for estimation of density in cohesive soil on the basis of results from CPT tests. 

aries between different layers and to give an overview 
of the properties of the soil. Presentation and evalua
tion are normally aided by a computer in order to 
rationalise the comprehensive work ofcalculation and 
plotting. A preliminary classification is then often 
performed on the computer forthose depth intervals in 
which the typ e ofsoil has not been entered manuall y as 
an input. Because ofthe difficulties and ambiguities in 
the interpretation proces described above, this prelim
inary classification must be checked manually and 
judged by using all the available penetration test data, 
parallel field tests, existing soil samples and further 
information on the so il conditions. The classification 
should most appropriately be performed as an interac
tive process. 

Also after a manual check and assessment, the 
classification is not unambiguous but an indication of 
the typ e of soil for w hi ch the results of the test are 
typical. The classification may be more reliable if 
results from parallel tests with alternative filter loca
tion or excess pore pressure dissipation tests are 
available . The CPT test ought always to be supple

mented by at least disturbed sampling for a correct 
classification of the soil and determination of, for 
example, liquid limit for a more careful evaluation of 
the properties in clay and gyttja. The preliminary 
classification and interpretation is then a great aid in 
determination ofthe required sampling and can later be 
modified with regard to the results from this. 
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CHAPTER 7. 


Evaluatian of undrained shear strength 


The undramed shear strength in fine-grained soils is 
mainly evaluated from the net cone resistance (qT 

O"vo) · 
The relation between the undramed shear strength 

and the net cone resistance is sensitive to the liquid limit 
of the soil, w L 

r - qT - O"'v o J 
[ ~u - 13. 4 +6 . 65wL 

"'------------------_, 
The undramed shear strength evaluated in this way 

directly earresponds to the undramed shear strength 
obtained from corrected field vane and fall cone tests, 
direct simple shear tests and dilatometer tests, Fig 
ure 30 . 

In the test, only a limited volume ofsoil is invalved 
and the undramedshear strength may be over estimat
ed in fissured and non-homogeneous soils. The evalu
ated shear strength is therefore only applicable to 
homogeneous soil. In very fissured and non-homo
geneous so il only about half of this shear strength 
can be counted upon. 

lfvalues ofthe liquid limit ofthe soil are missing, 
a rough estimate ofthe undrained shear strength can be 
made according to 

r = qT - O"'vo for clay 

Ju 16.3 


r = qT - O"'vo for gyttja 

Ju 24 


As an alternative to the net cone resistance, the 
generated pore pressure can be used for evaluation of 
the corresponding undramed shear strength. The main 
reason for using the excess pore pressure for this 
evaluation isthat the resolution and accuracy are often 
better for this parameter in soft soils. lt isthen prima

rily the excess pore pressure at the conical face ofthe 
tip , .1uFACE' whichcan beused. Fornormally consol
idated and slightly overconsolidated soil, the shear 
strength can be evaluated from 

( T = ~UFACE J 
Ju 16 

This relation is slightly sensitive to the p lasticity 
and/or the sensitivity ofthe soil and can be elaborated 
to 

or altematively 

The relation is also sensitive to the overconsolida
tian ratio and the homogeneity of the soil and should 
only be applied to normall y consolidated and s light! y 
overconsolidated soil. 

A similar relation can be found for the generated 
pore pressure at the normal filter position and the 
undrained shear strength for almost normally consol
idated soil, [1:fu = .1u /(14.1 - 2.8 · wL)] . However, this 
relation is so sensitive to the overconsolidation of the 
so il and to som e extent als o to the exact geometry ofthe 
probethat it should normally not be applied. 

The accuracy of the evaluation of the undrained 
sh ear strength mainly depends on the accuracy achieved 
in the test (the test class in which the test has been 
performed) . When very accurate estimates are re
quired, the results from the CPT tests should be 
calibrated locally against field vane tests and prefera
bly also direct simpleshear tests. 
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CHAPTER 8. 


Evaluatian of preconsolidation pressure 


A preliminary estimation ofthe preconsolidation pres
sure in cohesive soils can be made from the net cone 
resistance, Figure 31. The relation is sensitive to both 
the plasticity and the overconsolidation ratio of the 
so il. 

a';:;( qr-uvo )/(1.07-0.54log0CR)
1.21 +4.4wL 

The equation is solved by iteration with insertian of 
the estimated in situ effective vertical stress cr'vo and 

OCR= cr'c/ cr'vo· 
In tests where the pore p ressure has been measured 

at the conical face of the tip, the preconsolidation 
pressure in normally Consolidated and slightly over
consolidated soils can be estimated from 

cr'c "" LiuFACE j a 

where 

a= 2 .05 + 2.62 · WL S 4.7 

When values of the liquid limit of the soil are 
missing, a very rough preliminary estimate of the 
preconsolidation pressure might be made from 

for day 

and 

for gyttja 

However, the latter relations are so sensitive to the 
p lasticity of the soil that they should normall y not be 
applied. 

In soils with an overconsolidation ratio higherthan 
2, this has to be accounted for according to 

a' ;:; fluFACE 


c I.4·a·OCR-08 


Also this equation is solved by iteration and inser
tian ofthe in situ effective vertical stress. 

A corresponding relation for the excess pore pres
sure at the normal filter location can be written 

cr'c ""Liu/[b(l.I0-0.96/ogOCR)] forOCRS 14 

where 

However, this relation is considerably more unre
liable, mainly because ofthe sensitivity to the overcon
solidatian ratio and to the exact geometry ofthe p robe. 

Preconsolidation pressmes evaluated from CPT 
tests can only be used as supplements to oedometer 
tests and never as replacements for these . Also with 
this limitation the tests have to be performed with very 
high accuracy ifan evaluation ofthe preconsolidation 
pressure is to be worthwhile. 
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CHAPTER 9. 


Evaluatian of overconsolidation ratio 


The overconsolidation ratio is the quotient between the 
preconsolidation pressure and the in situ effective 
vertical stress, OCR= cr'c/ cr'vo· This parameteristhus 
obtained indirectly at the evaluation ofthe preconsol
idation pressure according to the preceding chapter . 
Therearealso a number ofempirical relations between 
overconsolidation ratio, in situ effective vertical stress 
and measured parameters in CPT tests in cohesive 
soil. These can be used as supplements to the indirect 
estimation of the overconsolidation ratio. 

Depending on which data are available and to some 
extent its value, the overconsolidation ratio can be 
estimated from the following relations 

All these relations are more or less dependent on 
the liquid limit ofthe soil. They involve a considerable 
s p read and the estimation of the overconsolidation 
ratio is relatively approximate. As many of the 
relations as possible should be used and the results 
should be gathered and judged with consideration to 
type of soil and other factors. 

For day and organic day with overconsolidation 
ratios up to 3, a relatively goodrelation has been found 
for the pore pressure at the alternative location 

logQCR~ 0.24 !:J.uFACE / erv o -0.14 

2.8+2.65wL · 


The usefulness of this relation in very silty day is 
uncertain. 

When pore pressures from both normal and 
alternative filter location are available, the relation 

log OCR~ 0.15 I:J.uFACE - !:J.u -O. 05 
er vO (0. 31 +l. 27WL) 

can be u sed for overconsolidation ra tios up to 15. Since 
the sources of error increase, the uncertainty also 
increases , especially in normall y Consolidated and only 
slightly overconsolidated soil. 

For the net cone resistance, the relation 

log OCR~ O. 32 qT - CJ"vo -O. 22 
er vO (1.13 +5. 76wJ 

can be used. The relation is very sensitive to the liquid 
limit of the soil, but it can be used for all overconsol
idation ratios and for all types of cohesive soil. In 
highly fissmed day, the overconsolidation ratio may 
be underestimated. 

Another way ofusing results from tests with nor
mal filter location is to apply the relation 

log0CR~O.l67 qr - u -0.05 
er vO (5.0WL- 0.6) 

This relation has the same advantages and limita
tions as the preceding relation. However, the spread is 
larger for normall y consolidated and slightly overcon
solidated soil and in silty day. 

Also the measured sleeve frietio n can be used as an 
indication of the overconsolidation ratio in cohesive 
soil. The measuring accuracy is limited, especially in 
soft soils , hutthis parameter is independent ofthe other 
and thus offers an additional separate indication ofthe 
size of the overconsolidation. The overconsolidation 
ratio can then be roughly estimated from 
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log OCR~ 0.13 fr -O. 015 
c-a' vO 

where 

c= 0.233wL- 0.047 ~ 0.28 

The overconsolidation ratio in friction soil cannot be 
estimated from the results of CPT tests. 
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CHAPTER lO. 

Evaluatian of relative density 


The density in friction soil can be estimated from 
results of CPT tests and is then normall y expressed in 
terms of relative density ID 

e -e _ m ax I v
e -e . max mm 

The estimation is made from the relation between 
the cone resistance and the effective overburden pres
sure. This relation depends, apart from the density, 
also on the intemal friction in the soil, the grain size 
distribution and the compressibility ofthe soil and also 
on its overconsolidation and related honzontal stress . 
The estimation ofthe relative den s ity that can be made 
therefore only applies to normally Consolidated and 
relatively even-graded sand with a mineral compo
sition of mainly a mixture of quartz and feldspar . 
For this type of sand, the relative density can be 
estimated from 

where qT and cr'vo are expressed in kPa (Lancelotta 
1983). 

The spread is normall y within ab out ± l O % for 
normally consolidated sand and is mainly affected by 
the compressibility ofthe soil, Figure 32. 

In overconsolidated sand the relative density is 
overestimated, especially in loose sand, Figure 33. 

For soil coarser than sand, the evaluated relative 
density should be reduced by l O - 15 % according to 
Lunne and Christoffersen (1983) . 

The relations between cone resistance, effective 
overburden p ressure and relative density mainly relate 
to the results from large scale laboratory tests in 
"calibration chambers". There is a certain uncertainty 
about the application to naturall y deposited soils in the 
field and far-reaching conclusions should be avoided. 
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CHAPTER Il. 

Evaluatian of frietian angle 


Als o the frietian angle in frietion soil can be evaluated 
from the relation between the cone resistance and the in 
situ effective vertical stress. In reality, it is mainly the 
harizontal stress that govems the relation and, before 
the evaluation is made, same kind ofestimation ofthe 
coefficient of earth pressure should be made. 

A standardis ed estimation ofthe coefficient ofearth 
pressure can be made in the following way: 
• 	 The coefficient ofearth pressure at rest in normall y 

Consolidated soil K0 "' l - sin <P' 
• 	 The coefficient ofearth pressure decreases towards 

the coefficient of active earth pressure KA in the 
upper part (the active zone) of steep slopes 

• 	 The coefficient ofearth pressure increases gradual
ly with overconsolidation ratio and in passive zones 
towards the value at fully mabiiised passive earth 
pressure KP. 

The frietian angle can then be evaluated from the 
diagram in Figure 34. 

As can be seen in the diagram, there is no great 
difference in evaluated frietian angle on the assump
tion of active earth pressure or earth pressure at rest 
respectively, (maximum 0.5°). For heavily overcon
solidated soil and at passive earth pressure, the frietian 
angle may be overestimated by a maximum of l O %if 
the higher harizontal stresses are not taken inta 
account. 

The frietian angle is not a eonstant parameter, hut 
varies with the stress level in the soil, mainly because 
of crushing ofthe particles and the compressibility of 
the soil, and also with the mode of loading (see, for 
instance, SGI Information 8) . The frietian angle <P' can 
thus be written 

where 

<P'ev= Frietian angle at eonstant volume 
11 and Q = Material parameters 
F 	 = 3 for the triaxial case and 5 for plain strain 
ID 	 =Relative density (material parameter) 
p' 	= Mean effective stress, (cr' + cr' + cr' )/31 2 3

The frietian angle evaluated from the CPT test 
earresponds to the triaxial case and is evaluated for a 
stress level which varies between about O. 11 · qT at 
<j)'= 30° and about 0.06 · qT at <j)'= 45° (Bellotti et al. 
1989). 

For ordinary sand, with a mixture of quartz and 
feldspar, <P'cv can be assumed to be about 34° and the 
parameter Q"' l O. 5. The difference between <j)' and <P'ev 
is eqvivalenttothe earobined effects ofthe parameters 
11, F and ID and the relative stress leve l [ (Q -!n p') - l]. 
The three parameters 11, F and ID and their product can 
in this context be considered as material eonstants for 
the particular soil, uniess this is to be compacted or re
excavated. 

When <P' and the related p' in the test are known, the 
product 11 · F · ID can be calculated and the frietian 
angle recalculated for an y stress level ofinterest This 
is shown graphically in Figure 35. 

A prerequisite for the application of this typ e of 
evaluation is that the soil consists of a fairly normal 
quartz-feldspar sand. 

The uncertainty increases with increasing value of 
<P' hut, on the other hand, also the safety margin often 
increases since in most cases it is the frietian angle at 
plane strain that is relevant rather than the frietian 
angle in the triaxial case . It is possible to convert the 
evaluated frietian angle to the frietian angle at plane 
strain by using the given formulas hut, with consider
ation to the uncertainties mentioned above, this is not 
recommended for normal applications of the results. 
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Fig. 35. Modification of evaluated frietian angle with regard to stress level. 

<jl' = evaluated frietian angle at stress level p'm 

<jl'OF INTEREST =sought frietio n angle at stress level p'OF INTEREST 
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CHAPTER 12. 

Evaluatian of deformation properties 


The evaluation of deformation properties is normall y 
not made directly from the CPT test results. In frietio n 

soils, instead some of the well established empirical 
calculation methods specially produced for the CPT 
test are used, (see, for example, SGI Report No 22). 
However, the se methods are only suited for calculation 
ofsettlements and bearing capacity ofnormal cases of 
shallow foundations on sand. 

F or other cases of loading on sand, compression 
modnli and moduli ofelasticity may be estimated from 
Figure 36 a and b. The values of in situ effective 
vertical stress and cone resistance for the particular 
level are entered into the diagrams and the compression 
modulus or modnlns of elasticity respectively is read 
off. The modulus of elasticity is not a eonstant but 
decreases with increasing level of shear stress. Two 
modnli, E25 and E50 , are given and earrespond to the 
secant modnlus at 25 % and 5O % ofthe failure stress 
respectively. At normal factors of safety, E25 can be 
considered as most relevant . 

The compression modnlns for normall y consolidat
ed sand can be calculated from the relation 

M~ 14.48 . q .(a' vO (l+ 2Ko) ) - 0.11 6 . e - 1.123/n 

T 300 

where cr'vo is expressed in kPa, "" 0.45 , ID isK0 
estimated from the CPT test resnits and e is the b ase of 
the naturallogarithm, (Jamiolkowski et al. 1988). 

For overconsolidated soil, this modulns should be 
multiplied by a facto r of ab out OCR0 313 , but neither 
the overconsolidation ratio, K0 or ID in overconsolidat
ed so il can be estimated from the resnits of the CPT 
test. 

The calculation methods and modnli mentioned 
above are also mainly applicable in normally consol
idated sand. Overconsolidation and campaction in
crease the stiffuess ofthe soil considerably but this is 
reflected only to a minor degree in the CPT test results. 

When these improved properties are to be fullyutilised, 
another test method normall y has to be applied. 

Compression characteristics in cohesivesoilshould 
not be evaluated directly from the results ofCPT tests, 
which in this type of soil are performed under almost 
fully undrained conditions. For evaluation of these 
properties, undisturbed sampling and oedometer tests 
are required. 

However, moduli for calculation of settlements in 
overconsolidated cohesive soil and for calculation of 
initial elastic settlements are often estimated empiri
cally from the undrained shear strength. For this 
purpose, also the undrained shear strength evaluated 
from the CPT test can be used. 

More accurate measurements ofthe elastic proper
ties ofthe soil, especially at small strains, can be made 
if the probe is equipped with an accelerometer and 
seismic tests are performed. 
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CHAPTER 13. 

Camparisen with other empirical experience 

and test methods 


F or checking of the evaluated parameters and for corrections are made for silt and grave! according to 
comparison with parameters evaluated from other test the footnote below the table . 
methods , guiding values of relative density, frietian The relative density is given in terms of "relative 
angle and modulus of elasticity can be u sed, Tab le 3 . stiffness", which cannot be translated directly into 

The given values areaverages ofthe used earrela relative density. 
tions and do not include any built-in corrections or The givenmoduli are guidingvalues forthe approx
safety factors. The values are mainly applicable to imate size and can only be used for very general 
normal quartz-feldspar sand and for the frietian angle estimates of settlements. 

Table 3. 	 Comparison between results from different test methods in sand and their relations to rela
tive density, frietian angle and modulus of elasticity, (From SGI Information 2.) 

Relative CPT test The cone resistance to the left 

stiffness normally earrespond to the following 0 E 
Cone values for Vim and Hfa respectively 

resistance degrees MPa 

qT Vim Hfanet 

MPa ht l 0.2 m blows l 0.2 m *) 

Very loose < 2,S < 10 < s 	 29- 32 < 10 

Loose 2,S - S,O lo- 30 s- lO 32- 3S lO- 20 

Medium stiff s,o- lo 20- 60 7- ls 3S- 38 20- 30 

Stiff lo- 20 40 -l 00 lo- 40 38-42 30- 60 

Very st1ff > 20 >BO > 30 > 42 > 60 

*) Given va lues appl y to sa nd . Fo r silt, a redu ction of 2° is made by and for grave! 2 ° is added. 
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CHAPTER 14. 

Examples 


The results of CPT tests are normally presented and 
evaluated with the aid ofa computer programme. Such 
a programme, CONRAD, has been produced at SGI. 
This progranune is based on the procedures described 
in this Information. The results are mainly presentedin 
terms ofstandardised p lots and a diagram ofevaluated 
soil types and soil properties . 

In the latter diagram, the evaluated soil type is 
presented tagether with sub-designations regarding 
estimated stiffness and for cohesive soils , when appro
priate, also with sub-designations regarding overcon
solidation, siltilless and sensitivity. Furthermore, the 
estimated undrained shear strength in cohesive so il and 
frietian angle and moduli in sand and silt and relative 
density in sand are presented respectively . 

If a more elaborate evaluation has been made by 
using determined liquid limits, an additional diagram 
presenting the evaluated stress condition in cohesive 
soil can be plotted . When desired, a complete printout 
of all measured and evaluated parameters can also be 
made. 

As typical exaroples of results from CPT tests , 
measured and evaluated parameters from a profile 
with soft and partly arganie clay and a profile with 
sand, silt and stiff clay are shown. 

Example 1: 
PROFILE WITH SOFT CLAY 
The profile with soft clay and arganie clay is from 
Tuve on the island ofHisingen on the border between 
the regions of Bohuslän and Västergötland. The test 
site is located within the municipality of Gothenburg 
justnorth ofthe area ofthe large landslid e in 1977. The 
soil conditions are described in detail in SGI Reports 
Nos . 18 and 42 . 

The upper 6 ruetres ofthe profile consist ofarganie 
clay with infusions ofplant remnants and shells . The 
dry crust is only half a metre thick. Below 6 ruetres 
depth, the arganie content is insignificant hut the shell 

content increases. Between 6 and 8 ruetres depth, the re 
is a pronounced change in the soil properties. First, 
there is a zone with infusion ofthin silt seams and then 
follows a clay with higher values ofboth liquid limit, 
water content, undrained shear strength and preconsol
idation pressurethan the adjacent overlying day la y
ers . This day layer continues down to about 23 ruetres 
depth, where the clay becomes more silty and layered 
with silt. Finn bottom in terms of a thin layer of sand 
on top of bedrock is found at 24 to 25 ruetres depth. 

The liquid limit of the day decreases from over 
11 O%just below the dry crust to ab out 9 5 % at 6 m 
depth. lt goes down to about 80 %in the layers with a 
higher content of silt and shells and after the sudden 
jump in propertiesit again increases to about 95 %at 
9 ruetres depth. lt then gradually decreases to about 
5O %at 23 ruetres depth. The water content is ab out l O 
% higherthan the liquid limit throughout the profile. 

The density is about 1.4 tlm3 in the arganie clay, 
about 1.5 t/m3 between 7 and l Oruetres depth and then 
gradually increases to l . 7 - l. 8 t/m3 in the bottom 
layers . 

The free ground water level is located very high. At 
the time ofthe test, it was located ab out O.4 m below 
the ground level hut the area is seasonally flooded. The 
test site is located at the bottom of a valley and water 
infiltrates inta the sand layer on top ofthe bedrock at 
the sides ofthe valley; the water p ressure in the bottom 
layers is therefore artesian . At the time of the test, it 
corresponded to a free water surface located 3.25 
ruetres above the ground surface . 

Because ofthe pore pressure situation, the effective 
stresses in the ground are relatively low. The precon
solidatian pressmes and the undrained shear strength 
are also low hut still earrespond to an overconsolida
tian ratio of 1.5 - 2 in most ofthe profile. 

Results from a CPT test performed according to 
test dass 3 and evaluated by u sing of known vales of 
the liquid limit are shown in diagrams l: l - l: 4 
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tagether with the relevant report 

Special tests with excess pore pressure dissipation 

at stops in the penetration showed that the day at 6 and 

8 metres depth can be classitled as non-draining ac

cording to Figure 26, while the clay at 7 metres depth 

felljust blow the limit for non-draining and canthereby 

be considered as partly draining. 

Example 2: 
PROFILE WITH SAND, SIL T AND MEDI
UM STIFF TO STIFF CLAY 
This example comes from the investigations for a new 

railway bridge over Hybo canal on the line between 

Bollnäs and Ljusdal in Hälsingland. The tests were 

performed from the ice during wintertime. 

Below l m water depth, the soil consists, according 

to unanimous results of dilatometer tests and CPT 

tests, of loose sand - silty sand down to a depth of 8 
metres. Between 8 and 12 metres depth, there is a dense 

silt layer. Below this, there is a 4 - 5 metre thick 

medium stiff to stiff clay layer and at 15 - 17 metres 

there is a transition to dense silt and sand. The tests 

have not been continued further down because this has 

not been required for the problem at hand and would 

have required a more elaborate anchoring ofthe push

ing equipment. 
The pore pressures in the upper sand layer and in 

the dense bottom layers are hydrastatic from the water 

surface and this can be assumed to be the case also in 

the fine-grained soillayers. 

Results from one of the CPT tests performed ac

cording to test dass 2 and the relevant report are shown 
in diagrams 2:1-2:4. 

A preliminary classification byusingtheprogramme 

indicated a few sand lay ers in the interval between 9. 8 

and 10.6 metres. With guidance from the measured 

pore pressures and calculated pore pressure ratio, the 

entire interval between 9. l and 11.4 m has been 

designated as silt and the programme has thereafter 

been re-run. 
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CPT test with measured parameters 
Location/level: N200, +2,12 Ground water level: 0.40 m u my. Equipment: Geotech 
Reference level: markyta Predrilling depth: 1m stops in sounding: 24,57 
Ppres. measurment: Yes start depth: 0.65 m 
Hydrastatic P. pres.: No Stop depth: 24.66 m Observations: artesiskt vattentryck 
Filename: exempelJcpt Predrilled material: Torrskorpa 

-Tip resistance qT(MPa) Pore pressure u (kPa) 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 Friction fT(kPa) 
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Diagram l: l. Standard presentation. 
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CPT-test 

File name : EXEMPEL3.CPT 

Test area Tuve 
Operator K. Hidsjö 
Date 90-09-10 
Designatian Hål 2 
Location/level: N 200, +2,12 
Ref. level markyta 

Ground vater level 0.40 m. b. markyta 
Predrilling depth l m. b. markyta 
start depth 0.65 m. b. markyta 
stop depth 24.66 m. b. markyta 
Predrilled material Torrskorpa 
Equipment Geotech 
stops in sounding 24,57 

Observations artesiskt vattentryck 

Geometry Normal filter position 
P Press. measurement Yes 
P Press. at zero reading 3.00 kPa 
Fluid in P Press. system Glycerin 

Pore pressure observations 2 levels 
Level [m) Press. [kPa) 

24.50 272.20 

Calibration data cone 3065 Calibrated 90-09-01 
Area factor a: 0.580 b: 0.014 
Internal frietian Oc: 8.000 Of: 0.500 
Cross talk el: 0.000 c2: 0.000 

Scale factors and measuring r anges [MPa ) 
Pore pressure Frietian Tip resistance 
Range Factor Range Factor Range Factor 

0.50 4291 0.05 1209 0.50 791 

Ze or reading Before Af ter Dif f Correction 
Pore pre s sure 127.86 127.86 o. 00 [kPa) No 
Frietian 54.48 54.38 -0.10 [kPa) No 
Tip resistance 478.21 479.75 l. 54 [kPa) No 

Depth correction : No 

Sampling : 14 levels 
From To Density L limit Classificatior. 

0.00 l. 00 l. 60 0.00 Crust 
l. 00 l. 50 0.00 1.20 
1.50 2.50 0.00 1.15 
2.50 3.50 0.00 1.10 
3.50 4.50 0.00 l. 02 
4.50 5.50 0.00 1.02 
5.50 6.50 0.00 1.02 
6.50 7.50 0.00 0.72 
7.50 8.50 0.00 0.82 
8.50 9.50 0.00 0.93 
9.50 10.50 0.00 0.88 

10.50 16.00 0.00 0.80 
16.00 20.00 0.00 0.70 
20.00 24.00 0.00 0.50 

Boundaries between layers 6 levels 
2.50 2.75 6.25 7.75 22.90 24.00 

Irrelevant measurements : not given 

Diagram l :2. Report. 
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CPT test with measured parameters 
Locotion/level: +0,53 Ground woter leve!: 0.00 m u my. Equipment: Geotech 

Reference leve!: vattenyta Predrilling depth: 0.9 m stops in sounding: 

P pres. meosurment: Yes stort depth: 0.90 m 

Hydrastotic P. pres.: Yes stop depth: 17.45 m Observations: 

Filenome: exempe12.cpt Predrilled material: Vatten 


-Tip resistance qT(MPa) Pore pressure u (kPa) 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 Friction fT(kPa) 
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Diagram 2: l. standard presentation. 
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CPT-test 

File name : EXEMPEL2.CPT 

Test area Hybo Banverket 
Operator K. Hidsjö 
Date 92-01-19 
Designatian 199H5 
Location/level: +0,53 
Ref. level vattenyta 

Ground vater level 0.00 m. b. vattenyta 
Predrilling depth 0.9 m. b. vattenyta 
start depth 0.90 m. b. vattenyta 
stop depth 17.45 m. b. vattenyta 
Predrilled material Vatten 
Equipment Geotech 
stops in sounding 

Observations 

Geometry Normal filter position 
P Press. measurement Yes 
P Press . at zero reading 0.00 kPa 
Fluid in P Press. system Glycerin 

Pore pressure observations Hydrastatic from G.W.L 

Calibration data cone 3087 Calibrated 89-10-02 
Area factor a: 0.580 b: 0.014 
Internal friction Oc: 8.000 Of: 1 . 000 
Cro ss talk e l: 0.001 c2: 0 . 001 

Scale factors and measuring r anges [MPa] 
Pore pressure Friction Tip resistance 
Range Factor Range Factor Range Factor 

1.00 2756 0.10 1148 20.00 3150 

Zeor reading Before Af ter Di f f Correction 
Pore pressure 112.50 112.50 o. oo [kPa] No 
Friction 27.01 27.43 o. 43 [kPa] Average before/after 
Tip res i stance 1968.63 1984.13 15. 50 [kPa] Average before/after 

Depth correct i on : No 

Sampling : 2 l evels 
From To Density L limit Classification 

0.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 Exc 
0.90 1.10 2 . 00 0.00 Sa Med 

Boundaries between layers 11 levels 
6.05 6.70 7.00 7.45 8 . 80 9.10 11.40 14.80 

16.00 16.50 17.00 

Irrelevant measurements : not given 

Diagram 2:2. Report. 
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